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Over the past decade, peer instruction and the introduction of student response
systems has provided a means of improving student engagement and achievement in
large-lecture settings. While the nature of the student discourse occurring during peer
instruction is less understood, existing studies have shown student ideas about the
subject, extraneous cues, and confidence level appear to matter in the student-student
discourse. Using a mixed methods research design, this study examined the influence of
previous subject experience on peer instruction in an introductory, one-semester Survey
of Physics course. Quantitative results indicated students in discussion pairs where both
had previous subject experience were more likely to answer clicker question correctly
both before and after peer discussion compared to student groups where neither partner
had previous subject experience. Students in mixed discussion pairs were not statistically
different in correct response rates from the other pairings. There was no statistically
significant difference between the experience pairs on unit exam scores or the Peer
Instruction Partner Survey. Although there was a statistically significant difference
between the pre-MPEX and post-MPEX scores, there was no difference between the
members of the various subject experience peer discussion pairs. The qualitative study,
conducted after the quantitative study, helped to inform the quantitative results by

exploring the nature of the peer interactions through survey questions and a series of
focus groups discussions. While the majority of participants described a benefit to the
use of clickers in the lecture, their experience with their discussion partners varied.
Students with previous subject experience tended to describe peer instruction more
positively than students who did not have previous subject experience, regardless of the
experience level of their partner. They were also more likely to report favorable levels of
comfort with the peer instruction experience. Students with no previous subject
experience were more likely to describe a level of discomfort being assigned a stranger
for a discussion partner and were more likely to report communication issues with their
partner. Most group members, regardless of previous subject experience, related deeper
discussions occurring when partners did not initially have the same answer to the clicker
questions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Large lecture courses are common in universities especially at the introductory or
general education level. Large-lecture classrooms are physically designed with a “stand
and deliver” orientation positioning the instructor at the front of the room and students in
fixed seating arrangements - as an audience. Although increased student engagement
through student-student and student-teacher interactions has been shown to improve
learning in the classroom (Chickering and Gamson, 1987; Kim, K., Sharma, P., 2013;
Prather, E., Rudolph, A., et.al., 2009), the large-lecture class size and classroom
orientation diminishes the ability of the instructor to engage with students in a
meaningful way. Over the past decade, peer instruction and the introduction of student
response systems (SRS), sometimes referred to as "clickers", has provided a means of
improving student engagement in large-lecture settings.
Through the use of clickers, instructors can pause periodically during a lecture to
ask questions about the subject matter being covered. Students provide their responses
with the SRS after which the aggregate results are displayed for the class. The use of the
SRS not only provides engagement and interaction but also feedback to both students and
the instructor and feedback has been shown to have a significant impact on student
achievement (Hattie, 1982). The value of feedback using SRS was also evidenced in a
study by Doucet, Vrins, and Harvey (2009) where nearly 100% of students "indicated
that the ability to evaluate their own strengths and weaknesses was the single most useful
advantage of using the ARS [sic... audience response system]." The feedback provided by
the aggregate SRS data can be used by an instructor to provide remediation during class,
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ask additional questions to further clarify misunderstandings, or comfortably move
forward with new material.
Initial research into the use of SRS focused primarily on engagement and
attitudes. Survey results across a variety of classroom sizes and subject matter
demonstrated that students found the use of clickers beneficial in their learning (Beekes,
2006; Yourstone, Kraye & Albaum, 2008; Salemi, 2009; Stowell & Nelson, 2007; Trees
& Jackson 2007). Factors contributing to positive student perception included a desire to
be involved, devaluing of lecture, value of class feedback, class standing, previous
experience with lecture courses, anticipated course performance, and amount of clicker
use in the classroom (Trees & Jackson, 2007).
More recent research into SRS use has focused on its impact on student learning.
In a study of student attitudes and conceptual understanding in a general chemistry
course, the use of SRS was not only viewed as helpful by students but that belief was
supported by exam results (Donovan, 2008). Shapiro and Gordon (2012) found the use of
clicker questions improved student performance on exam questions as well or better than
explicitly telling students the information would be on the test. Blood (2012) found
performance on quiz questions used to test for intermediate and long-term recall were
significantly improved with the use of SRS. These types of results have been supported
by numerous other studies on the impact of SRS on student learning (Mayer, et. al., 2009,
Pradhan, 2005, Kennedy & Cutts, 2005).
Whether the improvement in learning is related to the use of SRS or the just the
pedagogical practice of stopping and asking thought-provoking questions during lecture
is debatable. Some researchers suggest the nature of the questions may be the underlying
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factor in clicker success (Christopherson, 2011; Price, DeLeone, & Lasry, 2010; Gray &
Steer, 2012). Questions designed to direct students’ attention, stimulate specific
cognitive processes, communicate information to the student and instructor, and facilitate
student ability to articulate and confront key ideas within the content are most effective
(Beatty, Gerace, Leonard, & Dufresne, 2006).
As part of the SRS process, instructors may have students engage in a discussion
with one or more classmates to determine a correct answer to the question. This process
is referred to as peer instruction (Mazur, 1997). The exact methodology used during peer
instruction can vary including the timing and nature of the discussion. Regardless of the
specific process used, discussion with classmates has been shown to increase the percent
of students ultimately selecting the correct answer on the question, especially when the
initial percentage of correct answers is around 50% (Crouch and Mazur, 2001). Peer
instruction, which includes questions focusing on student misconceptions, has been found
to improve conceptual and quantitative understanding of physics material in both
introductory calculus and algebra-based physics courses (Crouch and Mazur, 2001).
Improvement in student learning can also be related to the feedback provided by
the instructor as a result of student responses (Yourstone, et.al., 2008). In a study by
Smith, Wood, Krauter and Knight (2011) clicker questions were presented with three
formats - peer discussion only, listening to instructor explanations only, or with peer
discussion followed by instructor explanation. Results showed peer instruction followed
by instructor explanation did more to improve overall student performance than either of
the other two formats.
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Recent SRS research has begun to focus on the nature of the discourse occurring
during the peer instruction interaction. Recorded discussions during peer instruction have
demonstrated three broad categories of "non-standard" (not focused on the specific
question detractors or question concepts) conversations: 1) student ideas about the subject
that were unanticipated by the question answers; 2) statistical feedback misrepresenting
student understanding such as extraneous cues or the confidence of the partner; and, 3)
conversation pitfalls related to students ability to engage in conversation effectively
(James and Willoughby, 2011). These "non-standard" conversations may have an impact
on the success of peer instruction for some students.
Research Problem
If the conversation positively impacts the nature of the response, then optimizing
that interaction is of value. Since student ideas about the subject, extraneous cues and
confidence level appear to matter in the student-student discourse, a student’s previous
experience with the subject matter may be a factor in the success of peer instruction.
Previous subject experience has already been shown to impact academic success in the
college physics classroom (Sadler and Tai, 2001) and with the number of students
enrolling in high school physics having more than doubled since 1987 (American
Institute of Physics, 2014), it is fair to assume a significant number of students in an
introductory college physics course will have had high school physics, although not
necessarily a majority. This varied background in previous subject matter experience
will result in discussion partners during peer instruction with different levels of subject
matter expertise. The previous subject experience of a student may influence attitudes
about physics, the nature of the student-student interactions during peer instruction and
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the correct response rates measured with SRS, providing the instructor with a false
measure of the level of learning occurring in the classroom. Exploring the influence of
previous subject experience on interactions during peer instruction is needed to better
understand its level of success for all students in introductory college physics.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the influence of previous subject matter
experience on learning, attitudes and interactions of students using peer instruction in a
one-semester, college-level, Survey of Physics course. An explanatory, sequential, mixed
methods design was used which involved collecting quantitative data first and then
explaining the quantitative results with in-depth qualitative data.
In the first, quantitative phase of the study, students were assigned to one of three
subject experience pair (SEP) discussion groups based on whether or not they had high
school physics. Students who had high school physics were designated ‘P’ and students
who did not have high school physics were designated ‘N’. Students were assigned one
discussion partner for peer instruction, resulting in three types of subject experience pairs
for peer instruction - PP, PN, and NN. Responses to clicker questions asked during
lecture utilizing the peer instruction technique were collected and compared. This
included responses prior to and after partner discussion. Additional quantitative data
collected and analyzed included student exam scores, student ratings on the Maryland
Physics Expectations Survey (MPEX), and results on a peer instruction partner survey
(PIPS).
In the second, qualitative phase, a subset of participants from each SEP was
selected to participate in one of four focus groups (P from PP, P from PN, N from PN and
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N from NN) where details about participant experiences and perceptions about peer
instruction were evaluated. Data from the qualitative phase was used to provide a better
understanding of the quantitative data as well as provide a more in-depth understanding
of the nature of the interactions between the various SEP.
Research Questions
As a mixed methods design there are three categories of research questions –
quantitative, qualitative and mixed.
Phase I - Quantitative Questions
1. What is the influence of previous subject experience on SRS correct response
rates prior to peer discussion?
2. What is the influence between previous subject experience and SRS correct
response rates after peer discussion for each SEP?
3. What is the influence of previous subject experience and peer instruction on
student understanding of the subject matter as measured on unit exams?
4. What is the influence of previous subject experience and peer instruction on
student perceptions about their discussion partner, the nature of physics and how
to be successful in a physics course?
The specific sub-questions for Phase I are:
1. How do correct first response rates compare between the P and N groups?
2. How do correct response rates of each SEP compare after partner
discussion?
3. How do students in each SEP perceive the nature of physics and how to
learn physics, as measured on the MPEX Survey?
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4. How does the achievement on unit exam scores compare between each
SEP?
5. How do attitudes about partners compare between each SEP?
Phase II - Qualitative Questions
For the second, qualitative phase of this study research questions focused on the
nature of previous experience with clickers and peer instruction, participant perceived
value in the process of peer instruction and the nature of the peer interactions during
discussion of clicker questions:
1. What is the nature of previous clicker use or peer instruction experience in
each SEP? How might this previous experience have influenced the peer
instruction and the quantitative results?
2. How do students in each SEP perceive the value of clickers in learning
physics and how might their perceptions explain influence the nature of
peer instruction and the quantitative results?
3. How do students in each SEP perceive the value of peer instruction in
learning physics and how might their perceptions explain the quantitative
results?
4. How do students in each SEP describe the nature of discussion during peer
instruction and how might their perceptions explain the quantitative
results?
The research sub-questions for Phase II were refined and expanded based on the
results of the first, quantitative phase of the study.
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Phase III - Mixed Methods Question
What is the difference in experiences in a college Survey of Physics course between
peer instruction discussion partners who have no previous subject experience
compared to student discussion pairs in which only one or both students have
previous subject experience?
Definitions of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following definitions apply:
Previous Subject Experience is a designation to describe whether a student had
high school physics. A designation of ‘P’ will be used to describe a student who had high
school physics and a designation of ‘N’ will be used to describe a student who did not
have high school physics.
Subject Experience Pairs (SEP) refer to the level of previous subject experience
of discussion partners assigned for this study. PP refers to a student pair in which both
students have taken high school physics. PN is a student pair in which one student had
high school physics and one did not. NN refers to a student pair where neither student
had high school physics.
Peer Instruction is an instructional methodology in which lectures are
interspersed with conceptual questions, called ConcepTests, designed to expose common
difficulties in understanding the material (Mazur, 1997).
Student Response Systems (SRS) refer to any electronic device with which
students can provide individual answers to instructor questions. This type of system is
also referenced in the literature as an audience response system (ARS), personal response
systems (PRS), or clicker.
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Maryland Physics Expectation Survey (MPEX) was developed at the University of
Washington in the fall of 1992 (Redish, Steinburg, Saul, 1998) as a means of assessing
students' cognitive expectations of a physics course as related to their understanding of
the process of learning physics and the structure of physics knowledge.
Statistically Significant is a result that is very unlikely to occur when the null
hypothesis is true. The result is sufficient to reject the null hypothesis (Gravetter &
Wallnau, 2007).
Significance of Study
This research study informs the practice of peer instruction in an introductory
physics course. The findings from this research illustrate the influence of previous subject
experience on correct response rates during peer instruction, students’ perceptions about
peer instruction and physics, and student success in learning physics. The findings from
this research study are of interest to educators utilizing peer instruction and researchers
investigating the effectiveness of peer instruction.
Limitations
The study is limited in its findings in the following ways:
1. During the quantitative phase, there was the potential for non-response in all
forms of data but student absences during clicker data collection is most
significant. There was a graded attendance component in the course which should
kept this non-response rate small. Students absent during times in which the
MPEX was administered were asked to complete it at another time, close in date
to the original time taken by the rest of the class.
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2. During the qualitative phase, only a sampled subset of each SEP was invited to
participate in the focus groups. These students may not be entirely representative
of the subject experience group as a whole.
3. There is always a level of interpretation in coding and development of themes in
qualitative research. Alternative interpretations of the qualitative data may be
made by different researchers.
4. A stratified sampling technique is used to assign students to an SEP. This was an
effort to equally distribute students into SEP based on previous subject
experience, gender and year in college. Even with this stratified sampling
technique, this study occured within a single one-semester Survey of Physics
course for non-science majors, a sample of convenience. This may limit the
generalizability of the study.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Teaching large college lecture sections can be a daunting task. Beyond just the
numbers associated with grading, there is a more profound pedagogical teaching question
– how to facilitate interactions and effective learning. Active learning methods which
increase student-student and student-instructor interaction have been established as an
effective method for learning in the classroom (Chickering and Gamson, 1987; Kim, K.,
Sharma, P., 2013; Prather, E., Rudolph, A., et.al., 2009). In a group study of 4000
students enrolled in 69 sections of courses taught by 36 different instructors at 31
institutions gains in learning on the topic of light and spectroscopy in astronomy courses
was due to the nature of the instruction in the classroom (active-engagement, learnercentered) not on the type of class or the institution (Prather, 2009). The study also found
higher interactivity resulted in the largest learning gains. Increased interactions inside
and outside of class, especially the type that includes some type of feedback have been
developed and integrated into classrooms over the past several decades and have
demonstrated increases in student learning. These techniques have included tutorials
(McDermott, L., Shaffer, P., et al., 2002), case-based learning (Ciraj, A.M., Vinod, P.,
and Ramnarayan, K., 2010), peer instruction (Mazur, E., 1997), socratic homework
systems (Morote, E.S., Pritchard, D.E., 2009), multiple representations of concepts and
principles (Brewe, E., 2008), and restructuring of the physical learning environment
(Oliver-Hoyo, M. and Beichner, R., 2004).
Increasing Student Engagement
While group work and student-teacher interaction in small classes is relatively
easy to facilitate, it is more difficult in larger classes due not only to the number of
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students but also the physical structure of the classroom. An instructor cannot possibly
interact individually with hundreds of students in a given lecture time period nor can the
instructor physically position themselves near most students to hear or participate in
discussions.
One method developed to increase student participation and student-teacher
interaction in the classroom is the use of some type of student response system (Mazur,
E., 1997; Wieman & Perkins, 2005; Stowell & Nelson, 2007; Blasco-Arcas, et.al., 2013).
Initial introduction of these methods in physics classrooms included the use of a coded
(A,B, C, D, etc.) system on flashcards (Mazur, 1997) but now also includes the current
wide-spread use of electronic student response systems (SRS) often referred to as
clickers. Clickers systems have now evolved to include the ability of students to enter
responses using personal cell phones, laptops, and tablets.
The use of SRS allows instructors to ask questions of large groups of students and
acquire aggregate responses which can be shared live with the class. Individual
responses can also be used, if the clickers have been registered with the instructor, to
evaluate individual responses at a later time. During class, clicker responses provide
feedback to both instructors and students, allowing students to gain immediate feedback
about their level of understanding of the material and the instructor to use the responses
to gauge the speed of the lecture and determine the need for re-teaching or modifying the
lecture on the spot (Kolikant, Drane, & Calkins, 2010; Sevian & Robinson, 2011).
Instructors can also use the results from clicker questions to identify the “muddiest
points” at the end of a lecture (King, 2011) and to modify future lectures, dropping
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material that is understood by the majority of the class (Anderson, Healy, Kole, &
Bourne, 2011).
Attitudinal and Motivational Impacts
During the first several years of SRS use, research primarily focused on the
attitudinal and motivational impact on students or more generally, the concept of student
engagement. Survey results in a variety of classrooms demonstrated that students found
the use of clickers beneficial in their learning (Bazen, & Clark, 2005; Beekes, 2006;
Blood & Neel, 2008; Yourstone, Kraye & Albaum, 2008; Salemi, 2009; Stowell &
Nelson, 2007; Trees & Jackson 2007;). The impact of SRS appears to cross content
disciplines as well as grade level. A research study at the University of Carolina looked
at the student and faculty impact of SRS implementation in science, math, engineering,
art, education, and foreign languages (Crews, Ducate, Rathel, Heid, & Bishoff, 2011).
Faculty in the study cited four primary uses of the SRS - encourage classroom
participation, facilitate group discussion, assess students' mastery of content, and to help
students learn new terms. Student survey results indicated perceived high clicker
effectiveness for attendance, student engagement, instructor feedback, increase in class
discussion, and increase in student learning. The student survey results were in
agreement with faculty observations and course assessments. Similar results have been
found in studies in courses on financial accounting (Premuroso, Tong, Beed, 2011;
Carnaghan, et.al., 2011; Beekes, 2006; Carnaghan & Webb, 2007), psychology (Shaffer
and Collura, 2009; Stowell & Nelson, 2007; Morling, McAuliffe, Cohen, DiLorenzo,
2008; Dallaire, 2011), physics (Mazur, 1997; Corpuz, Corpuz, Rosalez, 2010; Roxas,
Carrion-Monterola & Monterola, 2010; Keller, et. al., 2007), astronomy (Prather, E. E.,
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Rudolph, A. L., Brissenden, G., & Schlingman, 2009), mathematics (d'Invero, Davis,
White, 2003; Ray, Hugh, & Su, 2003), social work (Quinn, 2010), upper-division
physics (Perkins & Turpen, 2009), health sciences (FitzPatrick, Finn, Campisi, 2011),
nursing (Hunter, Revell & McCurry, 2010; Mordhorst, 2010; Porter & Tousman, 2010;
Skiba, 2006; Sternberger, 2012), biology (Hunter, Rulfs, Caron, Buckholt, 2010; Wolter,
Lundeberg, Kang, Herreid, 2011; Blasco-Arcas, et.al., 2013; Lundeberg, Kang, Wolter,
DelMas, Armstrong, Borsari, Hagley, 2011), business (Eastman, Iyer, Eastman, 2011),
economics (Salemi, 2009; Ghosh & Renna, 2009), family and consumer sciences
(Gentry, 2007), human development (Beckert, Fauth, & Olsen, 2009), forestry (Bibles,
2011), management (Keough, 2012), marketing (Lincoln, 2008), and political science
(Gormley-heenan & McCartan, 2009).
While some of this positive attitude may be attributable to simply the uniqueness
of the SRS system (a “newness” or novelty effect), studies have shown student attitudes
can be related to how the SRS is used in the classroom. Trees & Jackson (2007)
surveyed 1500 students in three university departments and found several factors which
contributed to positive student perception of SRS. These included a desire to be
involved, devaluing of lecture, value of class feedback, class standing, previous
experience with lecture courses, anticipated course performance, and amount of clicker
use in the classroom.
Positive attitudes and motivation for the use of SRS may be related to student
attention. In a study of three levels of general chemistry, students self-reported less
attention decline during lecture with the use of SRS than without (Bunce, Flens, &
Neiles, 2010). In a study of first-year pharmacy students, 98% reported that SRS
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questions, placed strategically during lecture, helped them maintain attention (Cain,
Black, & Rohr, 2009).
The use of student response systems can facilitate discussions of personal and
controversial topics as well. Stowell, Oldham and Bennett (2010) found the use of
electronic SRS reduced conformity and shyness in a psychology course where numerous
controversial questions were asked of students. Students in this study were also more
likely to respond to a given question with an SRS than if they had been instructed to raise
their hands. Micheletto (2011) found similar results in a Principles of Marketing course.
The use of SRS to engage students in discussions about sensitive and controversial topics
related to business led to significant student reflection on the topic and changes in
perceptions and attitudes. SRS have also been used in psychology courses to replicate
known empirical phenomenon which would otherwise have been affected by student
open responses, discussions, or hand-raising (Cleary, 2008).
Positive perception of SRS use is not universal, however. Kang, et. al. (2011)
found more positive attitudes toward clicker use from women and non-science majors in
introductory biology courses. Students in undergraduate science courses found clickers
more useful in classes in which there was active participation through discussion (Keller,
Finkelstein, et.al., 2007). In situations where group response systems have been used
rather than individual response systems, declines in engagement have been found as well
as little or no difference in student satisfaction or learning (Carnaghan & Webb, 2007). A
student’s year in school appears to play a role in the value given active learning
techniques in the classroom. Welsh (2012) found fourth and fifth-year undergraduate
students more likely to view in-class active learning techniques as a waste of time
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compared to third-year students. Women were also more likely to find active learning
techniques as significantly important to improving their understanding of the material and
providing interactions with other students and the instructor.
Impact on Student Learning
Although student surveys about the value of SRS in learning content often report
high student perception about the value of SRS, studies to actually measure this increased
learning effect have been less numerous than attitudinal studies. For those studies
focusing on the impact of SRS on learning, perception does appear to be reality. In a
study of students in a college-level psychology course, students who used clickers scored
statistically significantly higher on course exams (1/3 of a grade point) when they had
used clickers with in-class questions compared to an identical class in which the same
questions had been presented with no clicker use and another class in which in-class
questions were never provided (Mayer, et. al., 2009). In a study of student attitudes and
improvement in conceptual understanding in a general chemistry course, the use of SRS
was not only viewed as helpful by students but that belief was supported by exam results
(Donovan, 2008). These improvements in learning with SRS are not just due to attentiongrabbing. Shapiro and Gordon (2012) found the use of clicker questions improved
student performance on exam questions as well or better than explicitly telling students
the information would be on the test. Blood (2012) found performance on quiz questions
used to test for intermediate and long-term recall were significantly improved with the
use of SRS although no association of SRS and improved student engagement was found.
In a randomized block experimental design of four sections of Operations
Management, Yourstone, et.al. (2008) found the use of clickers during class, in
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conjunction with immediate instructor feedback on the questions, had a positive and
statistically significant impact on student learning as measured on test scores as compared
to students who did not use clickers and received feedback on questions at a later time.
In a randomized, controlled trial of 17 obstetrics and gynocology residents, Pradhan
(2005) found a 21% improvement between pretest and posttest scores for residents who
used clickers during lecture as compared to a 2% improvement for residents who did not
use clickers. Kennedy & Cutts (2005) found a positive association between the use of
electronic voting systems and achievement of students on learning outcomes in a firstyear computer science course. In a study of the use of SRS in managerial courses,
students in the SRS courses performed, on average, 3.5 percentage points better than
students in the non-SRS courses. The study also found the use of SRS helped low-GPA
students more than high-GPA students (Edmonds & Edmonds, 2008).
Crouch and Mazur (2001) reported data from ten years of experience with peer
instruction (including SRS) showing students in calculus- and algebra-based introductory
physics courses for non-majors performed better on conceptual questions and quantitative
problems than those students who did not experience peer instruction. Fagen, Crouch,
and Mazur (2002) collected data from 384 teachers using peer instruction (and SRS) in
high schools, community colleges, 2- and 4-year colleges, and found more than 80%
reported successful implementation and positive learning gains using peer instruction.
Some researchers suggest the nature of the questions may be the underlying factor
in clicker success (Christopherson, 2011; Price, DeLeone, & Lasry, 2010; Gray & Steer,
2012). Effective questions have an explicit pedagogic purpose and include content,
process and metacognitive goals. Questions designed to direct students’ attention,
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stimulate specific cognitive processes, communicate information to the student and
instructor, and facilitate student ability to articulate and confront key ideas within the
content are most effective (Beatty, Gerace, Leonard, & Dufresne, 2005). The importance
of the question is also supported by Anthis (2011) who isolated the effect of clickers and
demonstrated more positive effects on exam scores from students raising their hand to
answer pedagogic questions compared to the students answering the same questions with
SRS. Grouping questions can also be beneficial. Rather than asking one question per
concept, a sequence of SRS questions on the same concept has been shown to be more
effective in helping students learn physics (Lee, Lin, Reay, & Lei, 2011). Clearly the
pedagogical practice has significance in the success of SRS in the classroom.
Varying Levels of Effectiveness
The impact of SRS use on learning is not always positive nor does it always have
a lasting effect. Karaman (2011) found that while students who used audience response
systems in class had significantly higher scores on assessments compared to students who
verbally responded to questions in class, the effect was only measureable in the first four
weeks in the course. After this time, there was no difference measured in the two groups.
In a study of a variety of health sciences courses at various levels, Fitzpatrick, Finn, and
Campisi (2011) found that although students found clickers useful to a large degree in all
courses assessed, the use of clickers did not always make a difference in student
quiz/exam scores. Research results comparing two years of non-clicker use with two
years of clicker use in the same classes showed that clicker use improved scores in lowerlevel courses but not upper-division courses. A study of the effectiveness of SRS and
WebCT quizzes for nursing students enrolled in chemistry courses showed the use of
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SRS had no effect on student achievement as measured on both teacher-written and
standardized exams (Bunce, VandenPlas, & Havanki, 2006). In introductory psychology
courses in which questions were asked with SRS, flashcards and hand-raising, Elicker &
McConnell (2011) found the most positive response from students using SRS. The
response method did not, however, impact exam performance. In a study in introductory
biology classes with thirteen different instructors across twelve different institutions,
women were found to perform better in classes in which SRS use was integrated and men
performed significantly better in the pure lecture environment. (Kang, Lundeberg, Woler,
DelMas, & Herried, 2011). A similar result was found by King & Joshi (2008) in a twosemester study of engineering students in a general chemistry class. In both semesters a
higher percentage of women than men were viewed to have actively participated in
lecture (measure by number of SRS responses) and active women and men both scored
higher on exams. A gender difference was found on exam scores, however, in that active
men scored 10 points higher than non-active men whereas active women only scored 5
points higher than non-active women.
Fies & Marshall (2008) developed a framework to help guide university faculty in
the use of SRS to better facilitate success. The framework, called C3, focuses on
concerns, centeredness, and control. Addressing the concerns of both students and faculty
about what is to be accomplished in the classroom and how to achieve these goals, clearly
defining whether the goals will be achieved through teacher-centered or student-centered
activities, and whether control is held solely by the instructor or shared with the students
are all factors which impact the success of SRS in the university classroom.
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Methods of Implementation
When it comes to student learning, the method of SRS used in the classroom
(paper version vs finger indicator vs clickers) does not appear to matter in most cases.
The benefit for the electronic system may be more for the instructor than the student in
that electronic data can be collected and saved for instructor use at a later time, allowing
greater mining of classroom data (Lasry, 2008; Price, DeLeone, & Lasry, 2010). There
are some types of data which cannot be collected for analysis with a paper or handraising SRS such as measuring response times. In a study by Lasry, Mazur, Watkins
(2008) the use of an electronic SRS allowed the researchers to delve more deeply into the
nature of student responses. Results of the study demonstrated that although conceptual
questions used during lecture had common detractors, students were not necessarily quick
to respond to these possible answers. Student response time to questions increased when
they selected a wrong answer and response time was inversely proportional to confidence
about the answer.
Another advantage of an electronic SRS is the collection of demographic
information about students which allows the instructor to analyze patterns in responses at
a later time. These demographics can highlight underlying issues such as the impact of
gender in responses. In a study by Richardson & O'Shea (2013) it was determined that
although men and women in a second semester university physics course were equally
likely to respond to questions correctly and in the same amount of time, men were more
likely to change their initial response and to change it more often than women (students
allowed to change their clicker response numerous times while a question is posed). It
was also found both men and women benefited equally from peer interactions. In a study
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by King & Joshi (2008) engineering students’ responses using clickers were tracked
during a general chemistry course. The study found a higher percentage of females than
males actively participating (answering 75% or more of clicker questions) in the course
but active males had higher final grades (10 points) than active females (5 points) as
compared to non-active members of the same gender in the course.
Feedback
The feedback mechanism, which allows both students and instructors to view
immediate results on a question, is a valuable asset to the electronic SRS. In a synthesis
of 134 meta-analyses of possible influences on achievement, Hattie (1982) found
feedback was among the most powerful. Immediate feedback is difficult in teachercentered, large lecture courses but easily obtained through electronic clicker systems.
The value of feedback using SRS was evidenced in a study by Doucet, Vrins, and Harvey
(2009) where nearly 100% of students "indicated that the ability to evaluate their own
strengths and weaknesses was the single most useful advantage of using the ARS [sic...
audience response system]." In a study on the effectiveness of peer instruction with SRS
in an engineering dynamics course, Schmidt (2011) demonstrated the use of clickers
provided a significantly valuable means of self-assessment of the academic outcome in
the course. In a multi-method study across five course in three science disciplines,
Hoekstra & Mollborn (2012) demonstrated SRS can be used to support existing
pedagogical goals through teaching five practices – gathering student feedback to
improve teaching and learning, identifying student assumptions or preconceptions about
course material, supporting conceptual application and critical thinking through smalland large-group discussions, fostering social cohesion in the learning community, and
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collecting data from students to support theory testing, conceptual application, and group
discussion.
Nature of Discussions
Many classrooms using SRS now include the use of peer instruction, which
incorporates student-student (or small group) discussion about the questions asked in
class (Mazur, 1997). The timing and nature of this discussion can vary. Some instructors
have students respond individually first, then discuss their answers with one or more
other students before replying to the question a second time (re-polling). Other
instructors will have students immediately discuss the question with others before having
students answer the first time (Dufresne, 1996). Discussion with classmates has been
shown to increase the percent of students ultimately selecting the correct answer on the
question, especially when the initial percentage of correct answers is around 50%
(Crouch and Mazur, 2001). Peer instruction, which includes questions focusing on
student misconceptions, has been found to improve conceptual and quantitative
understanding of physics material in both introductory calculus and algebra-based
physics courses (Crouch and Mazur, 2001).
Clearly something of value occurs during the discussion. Research studies within
the past several years have begun to look at the nature of the discourse occurring during
the peer learning interaction. Smith, Wood, Adams, et.al (2009) found discussion
enhances understanding even if no one in the group knew the correct answer. James and
Willoughby (2011) recorded student conversations during the peer interaction and
discovered three broad categories of "non-standard" (not focused on the specific question
detractors or question concepts) conversations: 1) student ideas about the subject that
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were unanticipated by the question answers; 2) statistical feedback misrepresenting
student understanding such as extraneous cues or the confidence of the partner; and, 3)
conversation pitfalls related to students ability to engage in conversation effectively.
Nicol & Boyle (2003) found the type of dialogue and the discussion sequence used in
conjunction with the clickers had important effects on learning. Students using peer
instruction with one or two classmates was more beneficial to learning than class-wide
discussion. Larger discussions led to greater student confusion and decreased attention
and motivation. Webb and Mastergeorge (2003) found certain student behaviors were
necessary for effective help-seeking and help-giving which occurs between discussion
partners in peer instruction. Help seekers need to be precise in asking questions, persist in
seeking help, and apply the explanations they received whereas effective help-givers need
to provide detailed explanations and opportunities for those they helped to apply what
they discussed.
James (2006) found peer discussions were impacted by grading incentive. In this
study it was found that if astronomy students were given little or no credit for incorrect
responses, the peer partner with greater knowledge dominated the conversation. If the
penalty for incorrect responses was removed, there was more equal distribution of
discussion between the partners. Willoughby & Gustafson (2009) found similar but
inconsistent results in their classrooms. During the first semester of their study
comparing high and low stakes use of clickers in two astronomy course sections, there
were statistically significant differences found in the average number of correct responses
and the degree of block voting (providing one four-member group answer) with students
in high stakes classroom more likely to select the correct answer and block vote. These
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differences were not seen in the second semester of the study. In neither semester was
there a statistically significant difference in average gain on an Astronomy Diagnostic
Test or in course final grade. In an analysis of recorded discussions during clicker
questions, it was found students in low stakes classrooms were much more likely to
restate the questions, state answer preferences and ask for question clarification.
The value of conceptual questions with clickers and peer discussion can be
enhanced with instructor explanation. In a study by Smith, Wood, Krauter and Knight
(2011) clicker questions were presented with three formats - peer discussion only,
listening to instructor explanations only, or with peer discussion followed by instructor
explanation. Results showed peer instruction followed by instructor explanation did
more to improve overall student performance than either of the other two formats. Slight
differences were found based on ability level. Weak performing non-majors show
somewhat more benefit from instructor explanation alone whereas the same technique
showed no effect with top-performing students.
If the conversation impacts the nature of the response then optimizing that
interaction is of value. Since student ideas about the subject, extraneous cues, and
confidence level appear to matter in the student-student discourse, a student’s previous
experience with the subject matter may be a factor in the success of peer instruction. In a
large national study of introductory college students (Rudolph, et.al., 2010) the
connection between numerous student demographics and student learning with
interactive learning strategies were measured. Demographics in this study included such
things as gender, previous astronomy class, previous math and physical science courses,
major, year in college and many others – 15 demographics in total. While it was found
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that year in school, GPA, highest level of math and number of physical science courses
taken did have an impact on student improvement in the interactive classroom, students
who had taken a previous astronomy class did not outperform their fellow students. This
lack of impact of previous subject experience on college success has not been
demonstrated in all science disciplines.
In a study of 1,933 introductory college physics students, Sadler and Tai (2001)
found, controlling for student backgrounds, students who took a high school physics
course were more likely to receive a higher grade in introductory college physics than
students with no previous subject experience. In a study of 8,310 introductory college
biology, chemistry, and physics students in 55 randomly selected U.S. colleges and
universities, Schwartz, Sadler, Sonnert & Tai (2008) found students who had spent more
than a month covering a particular topic in high school science earned higher grades in
college science than those students who reported no in-depth coverage of material. Tai,
Ward, and Sadler (2006) found students who had substantial coverage of stoichiometry in
high school were more successful in introductory college chemistry courses.
Summary
The current mixed methods study focuses on the influence of previous subject
experience on the level of student success and interaction during peer instruction in
an introductory, one-semester, college-level Survey of Physics course. While a
substantial body of research, both qualitative and quantitative, exists on the use of
peer instruction and student response systems, little consideration has been given as
to the impact of previous subject experience in the nature of student responses and
interaction. Most research studies have also been purely qualitative or quantitative,
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lacking a mixed-methods approach to provide a more comprehensive interpretation of
the student experience during peer instruction.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Mixed Methods Research Design
This study uses a mixed methods research design, a research methodology in
which quantitative and qualitative methods are used in combination with the intent of
providing a better understanding of research problems than either method alone (Creswell
& Plano Clark, 2011). The mixed methods design incorporates the statistical, closed-end
research design found in quantitative research with the storied, more personal, openended aspects of qualitative research. This combination of data and analysis can
“simultaneously address a range of questions through both qualitative (exploratory
questions and theory generation) and quantitative (confirmatory questions and theory
verification) approaches, provide stronger inferences, and provide for more divergent
views.” (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 33).
Quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods describe different research
methodologies. A research methodology is a “broad approach to scientific inquiry
specifying how research questions should be asked and answered” (Teddlie and
Tashakkori, 2009, p. 21). Mixed methods research incorporates methodologies of
quantitative and qualitative research but also stands on its own as a methodology since
both research methods are combined and analyzed. Mixed methods research has been
called the “third research paradigm” (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 15), following
the development of quantitative and qualitative research methodologies.
According to Greene (2006), any methodology should have four domains:
1. Philosophical assumptions (paradigm)
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2. Inquiry logics – inquiry questions and purposes, broad inquiry designs and
strategies, sampling logic, criteria of quality, etc.
3. Guidelines for practices - specific methods for conducting inquiries such as
sampling strategies, analysis techniques, etc.
4. Sociopolitical commitments in science, concerned with values like “whose
interest served is by particular approach to inquiry” (paradigm)
Philosophical assumptions. Tashakjori and Teddlie (2003) describe pragmatism
as the primary paradigm of mixed methods research. In this paradigm both
quantitative and qualitative methods may be used in a single study. The research
questions are of primary importance, taking priority over method or philosophical
worldview. A pragmatic paradigm does not include a forced choice between postpositivism and constructivism and abandons the concepts of “truth” and “reality”. The
focus of the pragmatist paradigm is that a practical and applied research philosophy
should guide methodological choices (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Not all mixed
methods researchers believe in the pragmatism world view. Greene and Caracelli,
(2003) believe multiple paradigms can be used in mixed methods studies and
Creswell, et. al. (2003) describes six different mixed methods designs and how
paradigms differ between methods.
Explanatory Sequential Design. This study utilizes an explanatory sequential
mixed methods design, a two-phased design in which qualitative data helps explain or
build upon initial quantitative results (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The
quantitative data may be significant or non-significant, have outliers or surprising
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results (Morse, 1991) or be used to form groups for follow-up qualitative study
(Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009).
The two-phased structure of the explanatory design makes it straightforward to
implement since there are two different methods undertaken at different times. The
design lends itself to multiphase investigations as well as single mixed methods studies
and is generally favored by quantitative researchers since it begins with a strong
quantitative study (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). The general format of a sequential
explanatory design is shown in Figure 1 (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).

QUAN

Qual

Interpretations based on
QUAN  qual results

Figure 1. Explanatory sequential mixed methods design structure.
Emphasis of the quantitative component of the study is indicated by using
all capital letters.
For this study the mixed methods approach will utilize the “Follow-up Explanations”
sub-model of the explanatory design. (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). A diagram of this
method is provided in Figure 2 and includes a summary of procedures and products for
the various components of the study.
There are challenges associated with all types of mixed methods research
including the explanatory sequential design. In addition to managing a lengthy research
project, the researcher must also consider how to deal with varying sampling techniques
and sizes in both aspects of the study as well as how to integrate the quantitative and
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qualitative data (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). These challenges are addressed in the
data collection and analysis sections.
Target Population and Sampling
Due to the requirement of the use of clickers in the classroom (which has a
financial requirement on the part of the student and a use commitment on the part of the
instructor) and the specific peer instruction technique desired, there were limited options
for choosing a physics class and instructor for this study within this researcher’s
geographic area. Therefore, the population for this study was a sample of convenience –
the researcher’s one-semester “Survey of Physics” course. This course is an introductory,
freshmen-level course offered at a four-year university in the northern plains. Typical
enrollment each semester is approximately 120 students. This course meets the general
education science requirement at the institution but is also a required science class for
nearly all agricultural majors on campus. The Survey of Physics course is comprised of
three hours of lecture, a two-hour lab, and a one-hour recitation each week. Data for this
study was collected during the lecture and lab components with some data collected in an
online survey.
Data Collection and Analysis
This study was conducted in three phases. Phase 1 focused on quantitative data
collection and analyses including clicker responses before and after peer discussion,
results from the Maryland Physics Expectations (MPEX) survey, unit exam scores, and
results from a peer instruction partner survey. Phase 2 addressed the qualitative aspect of
the study with purposeful sampling of each SEP membership (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN,
and N of NN) for participation in semi-structured interviews. In Phase 3 the mixed
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research question was addressed through integration and synthesis of findings from
Phases 1 and 2.
Phase 1 - Quantitative Data Collection: Demographics and Partner
Assignments. During the first week of class, students completed the MPEX survey as
part of the required physics department assessment plan. Three additional demographic
questions were added to the MPEX asking students their year in school, gender and
whether or not they took a high school physics course. Utilizing the MPEX demographic
results, students were considered a member of either the group who had high school
physics (designated ‘P’) or the group who did not have high school physics (designated
‘N’). A stratified sampling technique was then be used to assign each student a
discussion partner for peer instruction resulting in three subject experience pairs (SEP) –
PP, PN, and NN. The demographics of gender and year in school were distributed, as
equally as possible, between each SEP to remove these characteristics as confounding
variables. During the ninth week of the semester, students were paired into one of the
three SEP and assigned seating during the lecture component of the course.
Phase 1 - Quantitative Data Collection: Student response systems. The SRS is a
handheld device that allows students to electronically input responses to multiple-choice
questions posed on a PowerPoint slide. For this study the instructor asked questions and
collected student responses utilizing the Turning Technologies SRS which included
software embedded with PowerPoint and a radio receiver. Students in this study were
required to have an SRS as part of the course and each clicker was registered so
electronic responses could be linked to each student. The instructor for the Physics 101
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course has had over 10 years of experience with clickers prior to this study and has given
presentations and training sessions on their use.
During the first part of the semester, SRS questions were infused into the lecture
and students were required to enter responses with their handheld device. Students had
not yet been assigned into a SEP and peer instruction was not yet be part of the course.
The purpose of this initial introduction of SRS was to provide students a learning period
of how to use the clicker, including setting the proper channel, how to interpret if their
responses had been recorded and the timing and nature of questions in lecture.
During the ninth week of the semester, students were required to sit in their
assigned seats with their assigned discussion partner. SRS and peer instruction were used
in the classroom for a week but the data was not part of this study. The intent of this
week was to acclimate students to the process of peer instruction in the classroom. This
included the sequencing (answer alone, discussion, answer again) of questions and the
expectations for discussion with their assigned partner. Allowing a time for students to
become comfortable with each other for the purposes of peer instruction is implied by
Uncertainty Reduction Theory (Berger & Calabrese, 1975) which posits people have a
need to reduce uncertainty about others by gaining information about them. This can
either be done through passive means such as general observations or active strategies
such as discussions with the other person. To alleviate the uncertainty of working with a
stranger for peer instruction, time was be allotted in the first class in which SEP partners
were assigned, for students to introduce and learn something about each other. Students
also gained familiarity with each other during this first week of peer instruction as they
discussed answers to SRS questions posed in lecture.
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This first week of using SRS was intended to remove any effects of varying
experience with clickers or peer instruction among the SEP. After this introductory
period, quantitative data collection occurred over the remainder of the semester, a period
of seven weeks.
For each clicker question asked during lecture (and posted on a PowerPoint slide),
students first answered the question by themselves. After their initial response was
entered, students were asked to discuss their answer with their partner and try to resolve
any differences. The same question was re-polled with all students entering an answer
the second time. After the second entry, a chart showing the response distributions was
displayed on a PowerPoint slide and the correct answer revealed to the class as a whole.
If less than 70% of the class answers correctly, the instructor provided a more in-depth
explanation of the answer while soliciting input from the class. If more than 70% of
students had the answer correct, a more limited explanation of the correct answer was
provided. A comparison slide of correct-incorrect responses on the first and second
attempt on each question was provided to the class with the intent of helping demonstrate
the value of discussion during the peer instruction process.
Clicker data from each lecture was saved using the TurningPoint software and
later imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in which students were grouped by
partner and category (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, or N of NN). The spreadsheet was used
to calculate correct response rates on questions prior to and after partner discussions.
Data was then be uploaded into SPSS and coded for analysis, removing student names.
Phase 1 - Quantitative Data Collection: Peer instruction and academic
achievement. To evaluate whether peer instruction within a SEP had an impact on
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student learning outside the peer instruction environment, exam scores for each peer
instruction pair were compared and statistically analyzed using SPSS. During the
quantitative phase there were two unit exams.
Phase 1 - Quantitative Data Collection: Student attitudes and perception.
Student perceptions about peer instruction and learning physics was measured two ways.
At the end of the study, students were asked to complete six Likert-scale questions
related to their perceptions about their discussion partner during peer instruction. The
survey was completed within the online survey tool, QuestionPro. Data was downloaded
from QuestionPro into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in which students are grouped by
partner and SEP membership (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, and N of NN). Since there are
only six Likert items, student ratings on each item were combined to develop one overall
Peer Instruction Partner Score (PIPS) for each student. The data was then uploaded to
SPSS and coded for analysis, removing student names.
Student changes in perceptions about the nature of physics and how to be
successful in studying physics were measured through pre/post responses to the MPEX.
This assessment was a normal part of the physics department assessment plan for this
course. During the first week of class, the MPEX was provided electronically to students
using the online survey software, QuestionPro. The MPEX survey consists of thirty-four
statements about the nature of physics and how students think they would best learn
physics. Each statement is a Likert item which students rank from 1-5 based on their
level of agreement. Students took the MPEX again near the end of the semester, allowing
for a comparison of pre/post data and the ability to evaluate the influence of SEP
membership (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, N of NN) on shifts in attitudes.
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Students were required to enter their name on the MPEX survey so that answers
could be associated with a specific student. Data was downloaded from QuestionPro into
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in which students were grouped by partner and SEP
category. The data was then uploaded to SPSS and coded for analysis, removing student
names.
Phase 1 - Data Analysis: SRS, Previous Subject Experience, and Peer
Instruction. All clicker responses for each student were uploaded into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet for analysis. The number of correct responses prior to and after the partner
discussion were totaled for all clicker questions asked during the period of this study. The
analysis began with an overall comparison of first correct response rates - participant
responses prior to peer discussion. An independent samples t-test was used to determine
if a difference existed in correct response rates between students who had high school
physics (P group) and those who did not have high school physics (N group). The
independent variable was previous subject experience and the dependent variable was
correct response rate.
To determine the influence of SEP membership – P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, and
N of NN – on correct response rates, the correct response rates after peer discussion were
compared. A one-way ANOVA was used to analyze correct response rates and SEP
membership (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, and N of NN). The independent variable was
SEP membership and the dependent variable was correct response rate.
Phase 1 - Data Analysis: SEP membership and academic achievement. For the
two unit exams taken during the time of this study, descriptive statistics and the ANOVA
statistic was applied using SPSS. The independent variable was SEP membership (P of
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PP, P of PN, N of PN, and N of NN) and the dependent variable was exam score. The
statistic was used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between
the means of the exam scores and membership in a SEP.
Phase 1 - Data Analysis: SEP membership and student perception. Student
perceptions about their partner during peer instruction was analyzed on the Peer
Instruction Partner Survey (Appendix C). For each student the data collected on the sixquestion Likert survey was combined to obtain one average Peer Instruction Partner
Score (PIPS). The mean score for each SEP membership was analyzed using an
ANOVA with the independent variable being SEP membership (P of PP, P of PN, N of
PN, and N of NN) and the dependent variable PIPS score.
For each student, results from the 34-item MPEX survey was compiled to obtain a
percent favorable score. Favorable is defined as a rating of either a 4 or 5 or a 1 or 2 on
each Likert item, depending on whether or not experts agreed with the statement. A
response of three was considered neutral. According to the meta-analysis of the MPEX
literature, the most common means of evaluating the results of the MPEX involved the
analysis of the percentage agreement with experts and the shift in this agreement over
time (Madsen, et.al., 2015; Elby, 2001). For this study an average percent agreement
score was obtained for each SEP membership – P of PP, P of PN, N of PN, and N of NN.
The mean percent agreement scores for each SEP membership was statistically compared
using a repeated measures ANOVA, comparing scores at the beginning of the study to
those at the end of the study. In this analysis, SEP membership was the independent
variable and the mean percentage agreement score was the dependent variable.
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MPEX survey items were aggregated into six dimensions - independence, coherence,
concepts, reality link, math link, effort (Table 1), and evaluated as to their level of
favorability (agreement with experts). For this study a repeated measures ANOVA
statistic was applied using SPSS to evaluate the significance of changes in percent
agreement for each dimension, where appropriate. As with the overall MPEX score, the
repeated measures ANOVA compared pre/post SEP membership results. For each
Table 1
Rating Descriptors and Item Grouping for MPEX Survey
Dimension

independence

coherence

concepts

reality link

math link

effort

Favorable

Unfavorable

takes what is given by
takes responsibility for
authorities (teacher,
constructing own
text) without
understanding
evaluation
believes physics needs
believes physics can
to be considered as a
be treated as unrelated
connected, consistent
facts or "pieces"
framework
stresses understanding focuses on
of the underlying
memorizing and using
ideas and concepts
formulas
believes ideas learned
believes ideas learned
in physics are relevant
in physics has little
and useful in a wide
relation to experiences
variety of real
outside the classroom
contexts
views the physics and
considers mathematics
the math as
as a convenient way of
independent with little
representing physical
relationship between
phenomena
them
makes the effort to use does not attempt to
information available
use available
to tries to make sense information
of it
effectively

MPEX Items

1, 8, 13, 14, 17, 27

12, 15, 16, 21, 29

4, 19, 26, 27, 32

10, 18, 22, 25

2, 6, 8, 16, 20

3, 6, 7, 24, 31
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ANOVA the independent variable was SEP membership and the dependent variable was
percent expert agreement.
Phase 1 – Summary. The focus of the quantitative portion of the study was to
determine the influence of previous subject experience in four ways. The first analysis
focused on correct response rates to clicker questions when students respond
independently, prior to peer discussion. This established the influence of previous
subject experience in initial clicker responses. The second analysis focused on correct
response rates to clicker questions after peer discussion. This analyzed the influence of
the discussion partner in terms of previous subject experience (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN,
and N of NN). The third analysis considered the extent of the influence of the SEP
membership on learning by assessing the results of exam scores for each membership.
The final analysis considered the extent of the influence of the SEP membership in terms
of perceptions about peer instruction and physics. This was analyzed by the Peer
Instruction Partner Survey and the MPEX. A summary of the quantitative analyses used
in this study is provided in Table. 2.
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Table 2
Quantitative Data Collection and Analysis Summary Table
Research Question

What is the influence of
previous subject
experience on SRS
correct response rates
prior to peer discussion?

What is the relationship
between previous subject
experience and SRS
correct response rates
after peer discussion for
each SEP?
What is the influence of
previous subject
experience and peer
instruction on student
understanding of the
subject matter as
measured on unit exams?
What is the influence of
previous subject
experience and peer
instruction on student
perceptions about their
discussion partner, the
nature of physics and
how to be successful in a
physics course?

Assessment

Correct response
rates on clicker
questions posed in
lecture – prior to
peer discussion

Correct response
rates on clicker
questions posed in
lecture – after peer
discussion

Two unit exams

Partner Perception
Survey (PSS)

Maryland Physics
Expectation
Survey (MPEX)

Statistic

t-test

Independent
Variable
Previous subject
experience:
Designation of ‘P’
for students who
took high school
physics and a
designation of ‘N’
for students who
did not take high
school physics

Dependent
Variable

Mean
correct
response
rates for P
and N

One-way
ANOVA

SEP Membership:
P of PP
P of PN
N of PN
N of NN

Mean
correct
response
rates for
each
membership

Descriptive
Statistics
and
One-way
ANOVA

SEP Membership:
P of PP
P of PN
N of PN
N of NN

Mean exam
scores for
each
membership

One-way
ANOVA

SEP Membership:
P of PP
P of PN
N of PN
N of NN

Mean PSS
score for
each
membership

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

SEP Membership:
P of PP
P of PN
N of PN
N of NN

Mean
percent
expert
agreement
for each
membership

Phase 2 - Data Collection: Focus groups. The qualitative component of the
study was conducted at the end of the quantitative component, after about a week of
completing the quantitative analysis (which was continuous during the last seven weeks
of the semester). During the qualitative component, students were purposefully sampled
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from each of the SEP (P of PP, P of PN, N of PN and N of NN) for selection into focus
groups for semi-structured interviews. Focus groups provide “a way of collecting
qualitative data, which – essentially – involves engaging a small number of people in an
informal group (or discussions), ‘focused’ around a particular topic or set of issues”
(Wilkinson, 2004, p. 177). Focus groups were chosen over individual interviews because
past research has shown participants in focus groups feel more comfortable in the
socially-oriented environment (Krueger, 2000) and feel safe to share information
(Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996). In this study the semi-structured interviews in
each focus group were designed to gather information to explain the results from the
quantitative phase of the study, in particular to more fully understand student perceptions
and experiences during peer instruction.
Focus groups should have between six to twelve participants (Krueger, 2000;
Johnson & Christensen, 2004). In this study, every effort was made to maximize student
participation in each focus group to provide the greatest possible input from the sampled
SEP. An equal mixture of gender and year in school was also purposefully selected for
each of the focus groups to remove potential bias in the sample. Each student selected for
the focus group was sent a personal invitation from the instructor via email to participate
in the focus group. The invitation clarified that student participation in the focus group
was voluntary and that although recorded, no comments would be attributed to any
particular individual. To incentivize student attendance in each focus group, students
were provided pizza and pop prior to the discussion and a $10 Wal-Mart gift card upon
completion of their participation in the focus group. Students were also given the option
to enter their name into an overall drawing for a $50 gift card for each session.
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During each focus group, a semi-structured interview was conducted. Questions
during the interview included four types: essential, extra, throw-away, and probing
questions (Berg, 1998). Throw-away questions were asked at the beginning of the
interview and were designed to put participants at ease and start the conversation. These
included asking participants to introduce themselves and discuss their previous
experience with SRS. The essential questions focused on the primary purpose of the
study and were prepared in advance as were some of the extra questions which tried to
come at the topic from a slightly different perspective. Both the essential and extra
questions for this study focused on students’ perceptions and experiences with using SRS
and peer instruction in the physics classroom. Probing questions were used to get
participants to expand on a particular topic and were not developed in advance. The
essential and extra questions designed for the semi-structured interview focused on:
•

Previous experience with SRS

•

Perceptions about the value of SRS in learning physics

•

Perceptions about the value of peer interactions

•

Explanations about the nature of discourse between subject experience
pairs during peer interactions

•

Shared experiences about challenges and successes in learning physics

The full interview protocol form, including essential and extra questions is included in
Appendix B.
Each focus group session was recorded. The tapes for each focus group were
transcribed by the researcher and analyzed for codes and thematic development.
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Phase 2 - Data Analysis: Focus groups. In qualitative research “the vast array of
words, sentences, paragraphs, and pages have to be reduced to what is of most
significance and interest” (Seidman, 2013). Analysis of the data began with the electronic
copies of the transcripts from each focus group. Only one transcript, one SEP, was
evaluated at a time. Each transcript was read several times before coding began and
continued through the coding process. The goals of this iterative process was to find
patterns within that data that related to the research questions. Patterns within qualitative
data can have many forms. Hatch (2002) suggests characterizing patterns based on
similarity, difference, frequency, sequence, correspondence, and causation. Once coding
was completed for a given question, broader themes were developed as they emerged,
within and across each SEP. The process was repeated for each SEP.
Validity and Reliability
For a research study to be of value, questions of validity and reliability must be
addressed. The approach to validity and reliability varies between quantitative and
qualitative research. These topics are discussed separately for each phase of this study.
Phase 1: Quantitative validity and reliability. Although this study did not utilize
a fully random sample design since the sample was drawn from the researcher’s course, it
did have multiple measures with the instrumentation used which supports its quasiexperimental design nature (Trochim, M.K., 2006). The NN group serves as the
comparison group to which the impact of a student with previous physics experience in a
group was being compared. Within quasi-experimental design studies there are more
threats to internal validity than in a true experimental design. Single group threats can
include selection-maturation, selection-history, selection-regression, selection-testing,
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selection-instrumentation, or selection-mortality (Trochim, M.K., 2006). Selectionmaturation can lead to an interpretation of a cause-effect relationship when one does not
exist because changes in pretest and posttest score are really the result of groups maturing
at different rates. Selection-history clouds causal results because the results may be due
to how a particular group within the study reacted differently to some event which
occurred or may be due to one group experiencing an event the other one did not.
Selection-regression is seen when group improvement is really just a regression to the
mean. Selection-testing can confound results when different groups experience different
priming effects on the posttest as a result of taking the pretest. Selection-instrumentation
relates to any change in the test used for the groups between pretest and posttest,
including the method in which the test is given or method of evaluation. Selectionmortality confounds results when there is a differential, nonrandom dropout between
pretest and posttest (Trochim, M.K., 2006).
To strengthen this quasi-experimental research design, relevant threats to the
internal validity were considered. Selection-testing and selection-instrumentation threats
are considered least likely to impact the study. Selection-testing does not apply in this
case since the MPEX survey was administered over the semester and is only attitudinal in
nature. Selection-instrumentation was not considered to be a threat to validity since the
MPEX was administered in the same way in both the pre- and post-assessments and the
interpretation of the results is quantitative and not subject to this researcher’s changing
ability to interpret the results.
Selection-history was minimized since all experience pairs (PP, PN, NN) were in
the same course section with all pairs exposed to the same instruction in the same manner
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from the same instructor. The stratified sampling used for assignment into experience
pairs also weakens the potential of this threat. Data collected to consider the impact of
selection-history is demographic in nature (gender, year in school, randomness of
experience pair). If significant differences in demographics exist between the experience
groups, there would be a greater likelihood of a selection-history threat. Selectionregression was analyzed by looking at the pre/post results for similar improvement or
change. If, for example, all experience pairs start below the mean and improve toward
the mean, the result may be due to selection-regression and not whether or not a pair
contained a person with previous physics experience. The threat of selection-maturation
was evaluated by again considering the pre/post test results and to what extent the scores
changed over time. Selection-mortality was analyzed by keeping track of the responses
of the experience pairs throughout the process. Some students within a pair had dropped
the course and others did not attend class on a regular basis. Substantial differences in
selection mortality between the experience pairs can impact the internal validity of the
study.
Instrumentation. To assess attitudinal changes during the portion of the course in
which data was collected, the Maryland Physics Expectation Survey (MPEX) was
administered to students. The MPEX survey was developed at the University of
Washington in the fall of 1992 (Redish, Saul, Steinburg, 2000) as a means of assessing
students' cognitive expectations of a physics course as related to their understanding of
the process of learning physics and the structure of physics knowledge. The design of the
MPEX survey had three primary goals: 1) to determine how the initial state of students in
university physics differed from the view of experts; 2) to understand the extent to which
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the initial state of a class varied from institution to institution; and, 3) to understand how
the expectations of a class changed as a result of one semester of instruction in various
learning environments. The authors of the study posited the value of measuring
expectations about a physics course since a students' expectations affect how they
respond to a course. In particular student expectations impact how they filter information
in the course and which activities they select to help them construct their knowledge.
The authors felt there was strong potential impact in situations where "there is a large gap
between what the students expect to do and what the instructor expects them to do"
(Redish, et. al., 2000).
The MPEX survey uses a five-point Likert scale to measure students’ attitudes,
beliefs, and expectations about the introductory physics course. The survey looks at six
specific dimensions - independence, coherence, concepts, reality link, math link, and
effort. Independence considers whether the student learns independently or simply takes
in information from the instructor without evaluation. Coherence considers whether the
student sees physics as a connected framework or rather as a set of individual facts.
Concepts considers whether students focus on and value the learning of the concepts or
whether they focus more on just the mathematics - memorizing and using formulas.
Reality link evaluates to what extent students believe the material covered in physics is
relevant and useful in the everyday world. Math link relates to how well a student sees
the connections between the math and physics. Effort considers the extent to which
students use the information provided and tries to make sense of it. Developers of the
MPEX survey have developed categories of “favorable” and “unfavorable” for each of
the dimensions described above. The "favorable" category aligns with a view of most
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"expert" physics instructors with a high concern for educational issues and who were
deemed sensitive to students. The "unfavorable" category reflects a novice view common
to most beginning students and was defined as being in disagreement with the expert
responses.
Items for the MPEX survey were developed from data obtained through literature
reviews, discussions with physics faculty and the decades of experience of the survey
authors. The content validity of the survey was tested at numerous universities and
colleges over the course of four years. The survey authors conducted more than 100
hours of videotaped student interviews to validate that students interpreted the survey
items as they were intended by the authors. In a more recent study Omasits and Wagner
(2006) interviewed students about their responses on the MPEX items and found 95% of
student explanations were consistent with the corresponding Likert choice.
In the development of the MPEX survey, the instrument was given to five
calibration groups consisting of engineering students in a calculus-based physics course,
members of the U.S. International Physics Olympics Team, high school teachers
attending a two-week seminar on new approaches to physics education, university and
college faculty attending the same summer seminar, and college faculty who were part of
the Workshop Physics project. On all but three items, the Workshop Physics faculty had
87% agreement on the 34 Likert items. This was established as the “expert response”.
The three items not receiving 87% agreement (items 7, 9, and 34) still had strong
agreement but the neutral choice was selected by 25-33% of the respondents. Of the
remaining calibration groups, the university/college faculty attending the summer
workshop had 80% agreement with the expert response, high school physics teachers had
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about 73% expert response agreement, the Olympiad team a 68% agreement and the
college physics students a 54% percent expert agreement.
The MPEX was then given to students in calculus-based physics courses at six
different institutions (N~1500). Three institutions were Tier 1 research institutions, two
were liberal arts colleges and one was a medium-sized, two-year college. All courses
were covering the topic of Newtonian mechanics but the method of instruction varied.
There was continued consistency in the expert response by instructors at these
institutions, providing further support to the “expert response” category. On the MPEX
pretest, students consistently had substantially different views than physics experts (5060% favorability) and rather than indicating a neutral response, students chose
unfavorable (disagreement with experts) 15-30% of the time. The concept cluster only
had a 30-45% agreement with expert response whereas the reality cluster had a 60-75%
agreement with expert response. The results from students at each of the Tier-1 research
institutions were similar whereas the responses from students at the liberal arts schools
were consistently on the higher end and results from the two-year college consistently on
the lower end.
On the MPEX student post-tests, the majority of percent favorable responses
either remained unchanged or decreased, regardless of the method of instruction or size
of school. The largest deteriorations were in the dimensions of effort, coherence and
reality link. A statistical analysis of the results led the authors to conclude that a shift in
means of 5% was significant for large schools (N>=450) and a shift in means of 10% to
be significant for smaller schools.
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The MPEX has served as a measure of student expectations in physics education
research for decades. The existence of multiple studies has provided the opportunity for a
more in-depth evaluation of attitudinal survey results in physics classes. In a metaanalysis of 24 studies using the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey
(CLASS) and the MPEX, the correlation between student perceptions and external factors
has been clarified (Madsen, McKagan, and Sayre, 2015). In a one-way ANOVA with
teaching method as the independent variable and shift as the dependent variable, a
significant main effect was found (F(3,52 = 698.2, p<.001). In courses where there is an
explicit focus on developing student expert-like beliefs, overall positive gains of 8.5%
have been measured. Large positive gains in expert-like responses also result from
courses focused on developing models of the physical world (9.3% shifts). In modeling
courses students work in small groups to perform experiments and gather evidence to
build models.
Class size also appears to be a factor in CLASS/MPEX score improvement. In a
one-way ANOVA with class size as the independent variable and shift as the dependent
variable, a significant main effect was found (F(2,53)=5.4, p=.007). In the meta-analysis
more positive shifts to expert-like responses occurs in smaller classes (5.4%) whereas
large classes tend to result in a negative shift in expert-like beliefs (-1.7%).
The third factor influencing shifts in CLASS/MPEX scores is the nature of the
class population. A one-way ANOVA with the independent variable as population and
shift as the dependent variable show a significant main effect for student population
(F3,52)=5.8, p=.002). Large positive shifts in perception have been measured in physics
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courses for elementary education and non-science majors (6.7%) but no change or
negative shifts occur in algebra and calculus-based physics courses (-2.8 to 0.2%).
Phase 2: Qualitative validity and reliability
Healy and Perry (2000) suggest the quality of a study should be judged by the
terms of a research method’s paradigm. While the terms validity and reliability were
historically developed around the quantitative research paradigm, they do not transfer
well to the qualitative research paradigm. Lincoln and Guba (1995) suggest the
trustworthiness and worth of qualitative research depends instead on the establishment of
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. This study will focus on
credibility and dependability which are the closest in likeness to validity and reliability.
Credibility describes the confidence in the truth of the findings which is broadly
similar to the concept of validity in quantitative research. Dependability involves the
demonstration that the findings are consistent and could be repeated (Lincoln & Guba,
1995). In this study credibility and dependability will be established through memberchecking and triangulation. Member-checking involves providing the findings to study
participants and asking them whether the findings are an accurate reflection of their
experience (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). In this study member-checking involved
providing participants of each SEP focus group a summary of the major themes
developed from the interview, allowing participants the opportunity to correct errors and
challenge interpretations of the data.
Triangulation involves drawing data from several sources or from several
individuals (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). In the qualitative part of this study,
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triangulation is achieved through building evidence of codes from several different
individuals.
Phase 3: Mixed methods validity and reliability
The strength of mixed methods research is in the collection of a broad range of
data, both qualitative and quantitative. This broad spectrum of data can be used to
validate findings through triangulation, in particular using methods triangulation (Denzin,
1978; Patton, 1999). This was accomplished by comparing the themes which develop
from the qualitative study with the results of the quantitative study.
Ethical Consideration
Permission to conduct this study was obtained from both the researcher’s
institution (SDSU IRB Approval # IRB-1609006-EXM) and from the IRB at the
University of Nebraska (IRB# 20161116648 EX). Although it was necessary to collect
student names to correlate clicker numbers with respondents and associate survey results
with members of each SEP, all data was coded to provide anonymity for each participant
and names were kept confidential. All data was kept password protected on the
researcher’s university-issued computer in her locked office. Any hard-copies of data
were kept in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s office.
Summary
This chapter provided an overview of the research methodologies, participants,
and data analysis for this study. A summary of the mixed methods design, measures and
products from each part of the study is provided in Figure 2. Findings are presented in the
next chapter and correlated with each research question.
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Chapter 4
Quantitative and Qualitative Results
This chapter provides the results of the data analyses described in the previous
chapter. The quantitative results are presented by research question and the qualitative
results by theme and SEP.
Phase I – Quantitative Results
Descriptive statistics of participants. Participants in this study included
students in a one-semester Survey of Physics course at a four-year university in the
Northern Plains. Although the study began with 123 students, students who dropped
before the completion of the study (n = 3) or had class attendance in excess of 1.5
standard deviations from the average (less than 52.6% attendance) were excluded from
the study. There were 113 eligible participants for the study including 36.3% females (n =
41) and 63.7% (n = 72) males. The class distribution included 2.7% freshmen, 22.1%
sophomores, 46.0% juniors, and 29.2% seniors.
Research question 1 analysis. An independent samples t-test was used to
examine the correct first-response rates of the P students (M = 64.97%, SD = 11.48%)
and N students (M = 57.44%, SD = 13.12%). The hypothesis was students who had taken
a high school physics course (P group) were more likely to answer clicker questions
correctly prior to peer discussion than those who had not taken high school physics (N
group). As noted in Table 4.1 the distributions of the P and N groups were sufficiently
normal for the purpose of conducting a t-test (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|; Trochim
& Donnelly, 2006; Field, 2009; Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014). In addition the assumption
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of homogeneity of variance was tested and satisfied according to Levene’s F test, F(111)
= 1.307, p = .255.
Table 4.1
Descriptive Statistics Associated with Clicker First Response Rates
Group

N

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

P

50

64.97

11.48

-.553

.938

N

63

57.44

13.12

-.265

-.154

The independent samples t-test indicated a statistically significant effect, t(111) =
3.200, p = .002. These results suggest students with previous subject experience are more
likely to answer a clicker question correctly before peer discussion. The Cohen’s d was
0.61, a medium effect based on Cohen’s (1992) guidelines.
This is not an unexpected result as it seems reasonable to assume students who
have had previous exposure to physics in a high school course, even if they did not do
well in that course, would do better on clicker questions than students who have had no
previous exposure. This does, however, help establish a higher level of content expertise
with the P group than the N group for the purposes of the next two research questions.
Research question 2 analysis. A one-way ANOVA was used to explore the
relationship between previous subject experience and SRS correct response rates after
peer discussion for each SEP. It was hypothesized discussion pairs who both had
previous subject experience (PP group) would more likely answer the clicker questions
correctly after peer discussion compared to the NN group where neither partner had
previous subject experience. It was also hypothesized the PN group would perform better
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than the NN group since at least one member of the discussion pair had previous subject
experience and the P was more likely to have the correct answer, as previously
established.
Because the focus of this research question was dependent upon the interaction of
the discussion pairs, partners of students previously eliminated from the study due to
dropping or low attendance were also removed from this analysis. This removed six
additional students from the analysis.
As noted in Table 4.2 the distributions of the P and N groups were sufficiently
normal for the purpose of conducting an ANOVA (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|).
The assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied according to Levene’s F test,
F(2,104) = .785, p = .459.
Table 4.2
Descriptive Statistics Associated with Correct Response Rates after Peer Discussion
Group

N

M

SD

Skew

Kurtosis

PP

24

77.07

7.53

-.091

-.479

PN

46

72.37

10.62

-.528

.495

NN

37

70.58

9.11

-.586

-.360

There was a statistically significant effect of correct response rates after peer
discussion at the p <.05 level for the three conditions [F(2,104) = 3.486, p = .034]. The
results suggest previous experience with the subject matter may influence the ability to
reach a correct answer after peer discussion.
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Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey’s HSD showed the PP and the NN group
differed significantly (p = .028) but the PP and the PN group was not statistically
significantly different (p = .126) nor was there a statistically significant difference in the
PN and NN groups (p = .671). The results comparing the PP and NN groups supported
the hypothesis for this research question but the results comparing the PN and NN groups
did not. It seemed reasonable to assume since the P member was more likely to have the
right answer prior to the peer discussion, their knowledge would transfer to the N
member of the group resulting in a higher percentage correct response rate than the NN
group where no such benefit existed.
In comparing the correct response rates before and after peer discussion it is clear
all SEP improved with all groups achieving at least a 70% rate after partner discussion.
These results are in line with previously established research on peer instruction
indicating the largest improvement in percent correct scores occurs when the initial
percentage of correct answer is around 50% (Mazur 1997).
Research question 3 analysis. A one-way ANOVA was used to explore the
influence of SEP membership on exam performance for the two unit exams administered
during this study. It was hypothesized the PP group would have higher exam scores not
only because of their previous subject experience but also because they achieved a higher
correct response rate on the clicker questions which were representative of questions
found on each exam.
As noted in Table 4.3a the distributions of SEP membership were sufficiently
normal for the purpose of conducting an ANOVA (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|).
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The assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied according to Levene’s F test,
F(3,103) = 1.627, p = .188.
Table 4.3a
Descriptive Statistics for Exam 4
Group

N

M

SD

Skew

Kurtosis

P of PP

22

79.22

11.83

-.64

-.98

P of PN

25

77.14

13.98

.15

-1.17

N of PN

24

74.41

9.76

.23

-.87

N of NN

36

77.84

11.74

-.59

.36

The results of the ANOVA indicated no statistically significant difference in
Exam 4 scores for the four membership conditions, F(3,103) = .685, p = .563.
Similar results were found for Exam 5. As noted in Table 4.3b the
distributions of SEP membership were sufficiently normal for the purpose of conducting
an ANOVA (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|). The assumption of homogeneity of
variance was satisfied according to Levene’s F test, F(3,103) = .361, p = .782.
Table 4.3b
Descriptive Statistics for Exam 5
Group

N

M

SD

Skew

Kurtosis

P of PP

22

77.00

12.95

-.126

-.696

P of PN

25

78.55

12.06

-.208

-.851

N of PN

24

76.89

14.38

-.487

-.210

N of NN

36

73.57

13.11

-.295

-.559
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The results of the ANOVA indicated no statistically significant difference in
Exam 5 scores for the four membership conditions, F(3,103) = .796, p = .499.
These results indicate no lasting influence of previous subject experience or
clicker correct response rate. Whatever disadvantage may have existed within the NN
peer discussion pair in terms of correct response rates on questions, ultimately did not
affect the academic performance for the group on each unit exam.
Research question 4 analysis (MPEX and Partner-Perception Survey). The
MPEX survey measures students' cognitive expectations of a physics course as related to
their understanding of the process of learning physics and the structure of physics
knowledge. The hypothesis was students who had taken high school physics (P groups)
would be more in agreement with experts on the MPEX items than students who had not
taken high school physics (N group) and that experience or slight “expertise” with the
subject could help explain the higher response rates of the PP group over the NN group
but also help explain the response rates results of the P of the PN and N of the NN.
For the pre-MPEX scores the hypothesis was students who had taken a high
school physics would have a higher “percent agreement with experts” than students who
had not taken high school physics. An independent samples t-test was used to examine
the MPEX scores of “percent agreement with experts” of the P students (M = 31.02%,
SD = 12.36%) and N students (M = 27.22%, SD = 13.11%). As noted in Table 4.4a the
distributions of the P and N groups were sufficiently normal for the purpose of
conducting a t-test (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|). In addition the assumption of
homogeneity of variance was tested and satisfied according to Levene’s F test, F(91) =
.143, p = .706.
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The independent samples t-test indicated no statistically significant effect, t(91) =
1.428, p = .157. These results suggest that while students with previous subject
experience are more likely to get to a correct answer on clicker problems and conceptual
questions about the content, they have a similar level of understanding or
misunderstanding of the process of learning physics and the structure of physics
knowledge as those students who never took a high school physics course. This may have
implications as to the categorization of students into P and N groups. Content knowledge
and process may not be equal.
Table 4.4a
Descriptive Statistics Associated with Pre-Course MPEX Scores
Group

N

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

P

42

31.02

12.36

.303

-.091

N

51

27.22

13.11

.782

1.01

The MPEX is composed of six dimensions and while the overall pre-MPEX
scores were not statistically significantly different, it is possible to have an effect on one
or more of the individual dimensions. Figure 4a provides a summary of the scores for the
P and N groups on each dimension.
As indicated in the chart, there was substantial similarity in results in all six
dimensions with the standard error of the mean overlapping in each dimension. No
further statistical tests were run on the data. This supports the conclusion from the overall
pre-MPEX scores indicating there is no statistically significant difference in “percent
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agreement with experts” between participants who had high school physics and those
who did not.
Figure 4a.
Average Percent Agreement with Experts for Pre-MPEX. Error bars represent standard
error of the mean.

The MPEX was administered again at the end of the semester with similar
analyses as the pre-MPEX. Additionally, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to
compare the pre-MPEX and post-MPEX scores. Students who dropped the course or had
low attendance, as previously defined, as well as their partners were eliminated from this
analysis.
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An ANOVA was used to examine the MPEX scores of “percent agreement with
experts” of each SEP - P of PP (M = 40.36%, SD = 15.85%), P of PN students (M =
40.24%, SD = 14.65%), N of PN (M = 44.28%, SD = 11.52%) and N of NN (M =
42.16%, SD = 19.87%). As noted in Table 4.4b the distributions of the SEP groups were
sufficiently normal for the purpose of conducting an ANOVA (i.e., skew<|2.0| and
kurtosis<|2.0|). In addition the assumption of homogeneity of variance was tested and
satisfied, Levene’s F test, F(3, 78) = 2.834, p = .054.
The results of the ANOVA indicated no statistically significant difference in
“percent agreement with experts” for the four membership conditions, [F(3,78) = .264, p
= .851]. These results suggest participants from each of the four SEP had a similar level
of understanding of the process of learning physics and the structure of physics
knowledge at the end of the semester. It must be noted the MPEX is part of this
department’s assessment plan and was given at the beginning and end of the semester,
meaning the pre-test was outside the scope of this study. Since the last part of the
semester involved the peer instruction, however, this researcher felt the immediacy of the
experience may be reasonable to influence the post-MPEX results.
Table 4.4b
Descriptive Statistics Associated with Post-Course MPEX Scores
Group

N

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

P of PP

18

40.36

15.85

.06

-1.14

P of PN

22

40.24

14.65

.24

-.50

N of PN

18

44.28

11.52

.05

-.32

N of NN

24

41.71

19.87

.09

-.70
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The MPEX is composed of six dimensions and while the overall post-MPEX
scores were not statistically significantly different, it is possible to have an effect on one
or more of the individual dimensions. Figure 4b provides a summary of the scores for
each SEP on each dimension.
Since the error bars represent the standard error of the mean, a visual inspection
was used to determine if deeper analysis was needed. The dimensions of Concepts and
Independence were further analyzed using a one-way ANOVA. No statistically
significant difference was found in the dimension of Independence, F(3, 81) = 2.03, p =
.116 or in the dimension of Concepts, F(3,81) = .273, p = .844.
A factorial repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the pre/post MPEX
scores for each SEP. The hypothesis was that all SEP members would show an increase
in scores over the semester but the N of the PN would benefit from shared experience of
a more knowledgeable partner and show greater growth in “agreement with experts” than
those in the NN group.
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Figure 4b
Average Percent Agreement with Experts for Pre-MPEX. Error bars represent standard
error of the mean.
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The mean and standard deviation for the pre-MPEX and post-MPEX scores are
provided in Table 4.4c. Levene’s test for equality of error variances was met for the preMPEX scores [F(3, 75) = .195, p = .899] and was met for the post-MPEX [F(3, 75) =
2.705, p = .051]. Box’s test of equality of variance was met [F(9, 52931) = 1.089, p =
.366]. Since Levene’s test was met for both measures, Wilks’ Lambda was used to
evaluate the interaction of SEP with time. There was no significant interaction of SEP
and time, Wilk’s Lambda = .986, F(3, 75) = .357, p = .784, allowing for an analysis of
the main effect.
Table 4.4c
Descriptive Statistics Associated with MPEX Scores
Pre-Test

Post-Test

Group

N

M

SD

M

SD

P of PP

18

30.56

13.43

40.36

15.85

P of PN

19

31.42

12.78

41.02

15.08

N of PN

18

28.92

11.95

44.28

11.52

N of NN

24

26.84

14.70

42.16

19.87

The main effect of time was statistically significant, Wilk’s Lambda = .782, F(1, 75) =
20.90, p < .000, indicating there was a significant change in scores from pre-test to posttest (Figure 4c). The partial eta squared was .218 which is considered a large effect
according to Cohen (1988). The between-subjects effect was not significant, F(3, 75) =
.245, p = .864, indicating there was not a statistically significant difference between the
SEP in MPEX improvement from the pre-test to the post-test.
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Figure 4c
Comparison of pre-MPEX and post-MPEX scores.

Post-test
Post-test

Pre-test

Pre-test

Participation in the Survey of Physics course did have an effect in improving students’
level of understanding of the process of learning physics and the structure of physics
knowledge as measured on the MPEX but the nature of the discussion pair did not
influence the change in MPEX scores. Although the P of the PP and P of the PN had
previous subject-matter experience, they received a similar score to the N of the PN and
the N of the NN on the pre-MPEX. This alone may account for the lack of a statistically
significant change from pre-test to post-test for the SEP.
In addition to the MPEX participants completed a Peer Instruction Partner Survey
(PIPS), provided in Appendix C, a set of six questions in which participants rated their
experience with their discussion partner. Each statement in the survey was assessed using
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a Likert-scale from 1-7 and completed online within QuestionPro. The software allowed
for a continuous sliding scale from 1-7. The responses to each question were combined
and averaged into one overall PIPS score for each participant.
A one-way ANOVA was used to explore the relationship between PIPS score and
SEP. It was hypothesized the N of the PN would score their partner higher than the N of
the NN since the P of the PN usually had the correct answer more often on the individual
response to clicker questions and that would provide a perceived benefit to the N of the
PN in the overall peer instruction experience.
As noted in Table 4.4d the distributions of the P and N groups were sufficiently
normal for the purpose of conducting an ANOVA (i.e., skew<|2.0| and kurtosis<|2.0|).
The assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied according to Levene’s F test,
F(3,68) = .236, p = .871.
Table 4.4d
Descriptive Statistics with PIPS scores for each SEP
Group

N

M

SD

Skew

Kurtosis

P of PP

17

5.16

1.43

-1.07

.917

P of PN

20

4.50

1.48

-.265

-1.46

N of PN

15

4.29

1.67

-.003

-.695

N of NN

20

4.71

1.57

-.756

-.085

The results of the ANOVA indicated no statistically significant difference in PIPS
scores for the four membership conditions, F(3,68) = .973, p = .411.
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Phase II - Qualitative Analysis
The qualitative phase of the study used focus groups and surveys to explore the
nature of the peer instruction experience within each SEP. A separate focus group was
held for each SEP, maintaining a commonality of experience for the purposes of
discussion. Focus groups varied in size from 5-8 members. The results of the qualitative
analysis was used to answer the research questions,
1. What is the nature of previous clicker use or peer instruction experience in
each SEP? How might this previous experience have influenced the peer
instruction and the quantitative results?
2. How do students in each SEP perceive the value of clickers in learning
physics and how might their perceptions explain influence the nature of
peer instruction and the quantitative results?
3. How do students in each SEP perceive the value of peer instruction in
learning physics and how might their perceptions explain the quantitative
results?
4. How do students in each SEP describe the nature of discussion during peer
instruction and how might their perceptions explain the quantitative
results?
Discussion of Themes
The focus group interviews and survey results provided thick, rich descriptions of
participant perceptions and experiences resulting in common and disparate results.
Themes developed from the qualitative analysis included: previous experience, perceived
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value, comfort, and communication. These themes highlighted both external and internal
influences on the peer instruction experience.
The research questions shall be discussed in context of the themes developed from
the coding process of the data rather than as individual questions.
Previous Experience
The vast majority of respondents had used clickers in a least one class prior to this
one and many reported using clickers in two or three prior classes. Most had used the
clickers to answer questions either sprinkled throughout lecture, as in this study, or to
answer quiz/review questions at the end of a class. This prior experience helps establish a
common experience with the technology across each SEP helping to remove the
technology itself as a confounding variable in SEP experiences.
Some students expressed a preference for the low-stakes grading method of
clicker use in this class over the high-stakes grading they had experienced in others.
I have used clickers in many Bio and Chem courses. They were used as
participation and attendance points as well as others were used as daily points. I
find more value in the clickers if they are only used for attendance and
participation and cannot actually be detrimental to your grade like they were in
(course name).
While the complaint about high stakes grading referenced just the use of the clicker and
not peer interaction in previous courses, it does have implications for peer instruction as
documented in the literature where it was found if students were given little or no credit
for incorrect responses during peer discussion, the peer partner with greater knowledge
dominated the conversation (James, 2006). The lack of high stakes grading associated
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with clicker use and peer instruction in this class was favored by students in each SEP
and removed grading as a confounding variable in peer discussions.
Respondents reported little to no previous experience with peer instruction or any
type of student-student interaction in conjunction with clicker use. While a few students
in each SEP related having conversations with classmates to answer clicker questions in
other courses, the vast majority reported individualized use in the context of quiz or
review questions.
Pretty much every class that has over 75 students uses a clicker, but this was the
first time I was able to talk to somebody about which answer I got. I really like
using clickers because it allows me to assess how well I know the information that
I’m being taught and explaining it with a partner helps even more.
Having partner discussion in this course was a new experience for the majority in each
SEP and having a dedicated discussion partner was new for everyone.
Perceived Value
With rare exceptions, respondents across each of the four SEP found value in the
use of clickers during lecture. The value associated with clickers fell into two categories
– engagement and self-assessment/feedback. Many comments centered on how the use
of clickers kept them motivated to go to class and helped them stay focused during the
class itself.
I believe clickers keep student involved in the material and attentive. Without
clickers I feel attendance goes down along with attentiveness.
Student comments in this study were similar to what has been reported in the literature.
Numerous survey results in a variety of classrooms demonstrated students found the use
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of clickers beneficial in their learning, providing both motivation and engagement
(Bazen, & Clark, 2005; Beekes, 2006; Blood & Neel, 2008; Yourstone, Kraye &
Albaum, 2008; Salemi, 2009; Stowell & Nelson, 2007; Trees & Jackson 2007;). This
positive benefit appeared in a similar number of descriptions across all four SEP.
Additionally, respondents across all four SEP found the interjection of clicker
questions throughout a class to be beneficial in helping them assess their learning “on the
spot”, providing the desired feedback about their state of understanding of the material.
I liked these clicker questions because it was a very good way for me to test what
I know and if I’m doing the problems correctly.
This method of clicker use was preferred over having all the questions at the end of a
class in a quiz or review format.
I thought it was useful because throughout the lecture we’d be talking about
something and then you’d have a question like applied to what we were talking
about instead of having questions at the beginning or end which is what I’ve had
in a lot of other classes and they use it for like either a review or like “what did
you learn today?” kind of thing. I like it more like supplementing what we were
talking about.
This perceived value of feedback associated with clicker use has been well-documented
in the research literature (Doucent, Vrins, and Harvey, 2009; Schmidt, 2011; Hoekstra &
Mollborn, 2012). The benefit of this self-assessment was similarly described across each
of the SEP.
These first two themes helped to establish a commonality of experience and
perceptions across the SEP. While there was some dissent from the majority in each
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group, overall participants reported previous experience with the clicker technology and
felt the use of clickers in the classroom was valuable for both motivation and feedback.
The similarity of these themes across the SEP reduces the chances of their influence in
explaining any differences between the SEP.
The agreement among the SEPs diverged on the themes of comfort and
communication and on occasion were contradictory especially in the PN group. These
divergent themes were related specifically to the peer interaction.
The theme of engagement reappears during the peer interaction but in a different
context. While respondents felt the clicker helped them engage with the content and stay
engaged in the class (an internal factor) during peer discussion, respondents reported
varying levels of engagement between discussion partners, an external factor. This lack
of engagement varied in extremity from a partner who was absent quite often to a partner
who was simply seemed unwilling to discuss the questions.
I don’t even know how to summarize how my partner and I were ‘cause we were
pretty relaxed…like we got along pretty well but she didn’t seem to care…When
we were first assigned partners she had a bad attitude about it (N of PN). She was
like, “You can’t take me away from my friends, like this is my social hour!” But
like when we do our questions I’d be like sitting there doing our individual part of
it and like writing out my stuff and figuring it out and she’d just sit there and then
we’d go to talk about it with our partners she’d be like “Yeah, I didn’t get the
answer” and I’d be like, “Well, if you’d one it, maybe you would have!”…so I
kind of ended up doing all of it.
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Some of the lack of engagement was actually due to the commonality in question answer.
If partners had the same answer to a question when they answered individually, often
there appeared to be little to no discussion between partners.
Most of the time we had the same answer and ask, “What you got?” and if we had
the same, we don’t discuss anything. Just like a couple of times we did get
different answers and we discussed how we got different answers so it was
misusing a square root or we just didn’t convert meters to centimeters or
something like that.
If partners did not get the same answer, there was a greater tendency for some level of
discussion between partners. Hence, the difficulty of the question was a factor in the
complexity of discussion, another external factor.
Comfort and Communication
The themes of comfort and communication emerged primarily from the question
where participants were asked to use one word to describe their partner experience and
the follow-up questions about the nature of the partner experience. The distribution of
the nature of the emotion associated with the one-word response is provided in Table 5.
The most common positive response among all four SEP was “helpful or beneficial”.
Common neutral responses were “ok”, “alright” or “average”. There was less
commonality among the negative response but they varied from “terrible” to “forceful” to
“challenging” and “pointless”.
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Table 5.
Distribution of nature of the emotion associated with the one-word description of the
partner relationship during peer instruction for each SEP. The number of respondents
includes the focus groups participants and (respondents from the survey).
Nature of Emotion Associated with Word
Group

N
positive

negative

neutral

P of PP

5 (16)

71.5%

19.0%

9.5%

P of PN

6 (20)

65.4%

26.9%

7.7%

N of PN

8 (15)

47.8%

39.1%

13.1%

N of NN

6 (19)

44.0%

28.0%

28.0%

A word cloud of each of the group responses is provided in Appendix D. While there is
primarily positive emotion associated with the partner experience among the PP and P of
PN respondents, the experience was markedly more negative for the N of the PN and the
NN groups. The N of the PN participants reported the highest percentage of negative
descriptors, and the N of the NN the highest percentage of neutral descriptors.
In the following paragraphs, the themes of comfort and communication are
discussed in terms of each SEP partner experience, as related from the focus group
interviews and in the survey responses. Since the themes of comfort and communication
are sometimes intertwined, this researcher felt it more appropriate to explore these
themes in the context of the peer discussion experience for each SEP rather than as
individual themes.
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The NN Peer Discussion Experience
The majority of negative comments from the NN group related to the assigned
seating and not being able to stay with a friend or someone they knew in the class. These
comments indicated a lack of comfort with a stranger for peer discussion. The following
quote is representative of the flavor of the negative emotions associated with the partner
experience for NN group members:
Again, I don't do well with people in that situation that I don't know. I found
myself more distracted texting and talking to the friends I did have in the class
after we were split up because I have such bad anxiety when put in situations like
partners that I don't know. I won't ask someone I don't know for help so not being
able to sit by my friends that could actually help me actually hindered me in this
class.
This respondent represents the more extreme end of the spectrum of discomfort with the
partner experience but several participants commented on resenting being assigned
seating in the class and having a partner they did not know. This was more pronounced in
the NN group than any other SEP. Even in situations of positive experience reported by a
member in the NN group, the theme of comfort appeared as a confounding factor,
I had a really positive experience with my partner, I'm pretty quiet and don't like
branching out but I was very lucky in having a partner who was positive in
helping me get to an answer if I didn't know it and work it out with me.
Both positive and negative experiences appeared to be related to the willingness of
partners to communicate and the nature of that communication. If both partners were
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receptive to the experience and comfortable with sharing information, respondents
reported a positive experience.
I choose helpful because if I did not understand how to do a problem they were
always willing to help me understand how to get the right answer and if we both
didn’t get it we would work together to try and come up the best answer.
For some participants this discomfort with an unknown classmate was a motivating factor
pushing the student to do their best so they didn’t look “stupid” or “foolish” in front of
someone they didn’t know.
I think having an assigned partner really kinda made me do my best on each
question ‘cause I’m like I don’t want them to think an idiot and so I like did my
best and if I absolutely could not get it my partner would typically help me or like
if either of us didn’t get it we’d like try to work together. So having that partner
really just kinda reinforced, uhm, my work that I was doing and then I was able to
help her too which was nice.
The majority of respondents perceived their partner to have fairly equal physics content
knowledge to their own. Since participants were not told how the partner groupings
were arranged, this perceived equality came from the peer interaction itself. In situations
where partners did not have the same answer, some respondents described a lack of
discussion due to lack of expertise.
Yeah, if we’d agree, it’d be, “B”. “Ok, cool.” Then if we didn’t…neither of us
knew what we were doing, “Well, yours makes more sense than mine so we’ll go
with that. Ok, let’s hope that’s right.”
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There were, however, situations where the disagreement in answers led to a productive
discussion, as in other SEP. Situations where both members of the group had the same
answer resulted in little to no discussion but for members of this group, respondents were
more likely to describe poor communication or a sense of helplessness in trying to get to
the right answer.
Overall, the NN participants reported a more positive than negative experience.
Negative experiences appeared to be mostly related to forced seating and partner
assignment which resulted in both a lack of comfort in the peer discussion experience and
a reduced level of communication.
The N of the PN Peer Discussion Experience
Although some of the N of the PN members expressed a similar concern about
having assigned seating and an assigned partner in the class, this was less of a topic than
in the NN group. Dissatisfaction for the N of the PN group was usually more related to
the level and type of communication with their partner. Some students complained of
their partner being absent too often. While a negative emotion in itself, it does
demonstrates the desire to have a partner present to help with the clicker questions.
A few negative experiences reported by the N of the PN members arose from a perceived
inequity in content knowledge.
My partner thought that she literally knew how to do everything. Even if I told her
that I got a different answer than her she was like well yours is wrong and then
mine would be right and hers would be wrong. She would only talk to me to brag
about something awesome she did or whine about stuff. I did not enjoy her what
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so ever, and found myself turning to my other side and conversing with the person
on my other side instead.
This same inequity, however, also served as a positive experience for some members of
the same group.
I was fortunate to have a partner that had a much better understanding of the
formulas and was willing to show me how he set it up and found the answer.
The reported positive experiences appeared to stem from the ability or willingness of
partners to communicate.
The N members perceived their P partner as having either equal or less
knowledge about the subject matter. Since participants were not told what criteria used
to establish partners, this perceived equity or inequity was a result of the peer interaction.
…once we were assigned partners, I was placed next to a gal that had no idea
what she was talking about when it came to physics, so I never discussed anything
with here because we were not on the same page at all.
Although the results of the quantitative analysis showed P students were more likely to
have the correct answer than N students, it may be the case that in some partnerships the
N learned the material more thoroughly than their peer counterpart or it may be the
perceived expertise of the P partner was related to how willing or able the partner was in
communicating their knowledge and less related to the actual content knowledge.
Overall, the N of the PN participants reported a more positive than negative
experience during peer discussion but the negative experiences were more pronounced
than the NN group. Negative attitudes and perceptions appeared to result from both the
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forced seating and partner assignment and problems with a partner’s willingness or
ability to communicate during the discussion.
The P of the PN Peer Discussion Experience
The P of the PN participants expressed a more positive experience related to the
peer interaction than their counterparts in the same group. Many expressed a benefit of
discussing the question with their partner, seeing the interaction as a means of seeing a
“different point of view” or providing “someone to bounce ideas off of” or that “it was
good to have a resource to explain how to do it”.
Sometimes you just need to talk a question out with someone else. It helps to
discuss a tricky problem with someone else and see if they caught something you
may have overlooked.
The primary benefits of the peer interaction from the perspective of the P of the PN
appeared to relate more to “tricky problems” or “finding small mistakes” rather than
relying on a partner to show them how to do an entire problem or explain the answer to a
question they completely misunderstood. Descriptions indicated the P of the PN was
more comfortable with the nature and content of the questions than the N of the PN.
A large number of respondents in this SEP described their partners as having
about equal content knowledge. Considering they had not been told the criteria used to
form discussion pairs, this perception must have come from the interaction. This is
interesting since members of this group (P of PN) demonstrated a higher level of content
knowledge by getting the clickers questions initially correct more often than their
counterparts as reported in the quantitative findings. This is somewhat contradictory to
the N of the PN who, more often than not, reported their partners as having equal or less
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knowledge than they did. The perceived content knowledge may have more to do with
the level of communication between partners and less to do with actual knowledge. The
P of the PN participants who knew more about a question were not necessarily able or
willing to communicate that knowledge to their partner. The MPEX results from the
quantitative study indicated no difference between the SEP on the understanding of the
process and structure of physics, attributes helpful in mentoring or teaching the subject.
As reported in other groups, the P of the PN disliked and were frustrated when
their partner was absent, indicating a perceived value in the partner discussion. The
members of this group also reported deeper levels of discussion occurred when the
partner did not initially have the same answer.
The P of the PP Peer Discussion Experience
This group had the highest number of positive descriptors about the nature of the
peer interaction. Very few students expressed a negative attitude about the assigned
seating component and the majority of students described a higher level of
communication and a greater openness than any other SEP.
I don’t know how to describe it but I guess the person I discussed with…there
was never a...I don’t know…looking down on anything ‘cause I guess we each
got ‘em wrong a fair amount of time but it was never a…I don’t know…it was
always acceptable or ok to do that. I mean we each knew we did it about the same
amount.
Members of this group tended to describe their partners as “good listeners”, “able to
communicate”, “observant”, and “helpful”. There were clearly more examples of
cooperative assistance and teaching between the PP members whether it was the result of
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not getting the same answer leading members to “talk about it and try to figure out a
solution” or how the discussion “helped generate more ideas which generally led to more
correct answers.”
As with other SEP members, discussions were limited when both members had
the same answer prior to discussion.
I would say collaborative because we would like check with each other like what
we got and if it would be the same that would be great or it’d be like ok, one of us
did something wrong…what did we do? What can we do to fix it?
Lengthier, more involved and meaningful discussions occurred when there was a conflict
in answers or approach.
Most members of this groups perceived their partners as either equal in content
knowledge or one partner was perceived as having greater content knowledge. In
situations of a described inequity, there was generally a positive attitude and experience
associated with it.
I was paired with a person who obviously understood it better than I did so they
were teaching me. I was kinda the opposite side of him and so I would always
guess. I would answer mine and the he would ask, “What did you put?”. He
would never tell me the answer and then he’d have me explain why I’d put it and
then he’d either tell me, “Yea, that what I put” or he would say, “Hmmm, you’re
thinking of like that other like series or something like that. This is probably what
it should...probably is” and he was mostly right.
The described experience for the PP members was markedly different than the other SEP.
Both communication and comfort were higher in this group. Whether that stems from a
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higher level of comfort with the subject matter for both partners or the perception of
equity between partners is unclear.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
This study utilized an explanatory sequential mixed methods design, a two-phased
design in which qualitative data helped explain or build upon initial quantitative results.
For this study the mixed methods approach utilized the “Follow-up Explanations” submodel of the explanatory design (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) with the following
mixed-methods research question as the focus:
What is the difference in experiences in a college Survey of Physics course
between peer instruction discussion partners who have no previous subject
experience compared to student discussion pairs in which only one or both
students have previous subject experience?
The quantitative data was the primary focus of this study with the qualitative data in a
supportive, explanatory role as indicated in Figure 5.1.
Phase I

Phase II

QUAN

qual

Clicker data
Exam data
MPEX
survey
PIPS survey

Participants
selected for
focus groups

Focus group
questions

Interpretation

Figure 5.1. Summary of follow-up explanatory model of mixed methods research used in
this study.
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Development of Qualitative Questions from Quantitative Results
The quantitative results indicated the P participants were more likely to answer
clicker questions correctly when first asked individually, helping validate the hypothesis
of an initial benefit in content expertise for students with previous subject experience.
This apparent benefit of previous subject experience appeared to make a difference after
peer discussion as well since the PP groups were statistically more likely than the NN
groups to reach the correct answer after discussion. Members of both groups were in the
same Survey of Physics class exposed to the same material with the same instructor
suggesting previous subject experience may be a contributing factor in the correct
response rates after peer discussion. Since peer discussion involved communication
between assigned partners, there was a need to explore the nature of this interaction to
determine if previous subject experience was the sole factor in the difference in correct
response rates. This was explored in the qualitative part of the study.
The correct response rates of the PN group was not statistically different from the
PP or NN groups after peer discussion. This was a contrary to this researcher’s
hypothesis that having someone with previous subject experience to discuss content
questions should prove beneficial to someone without previous subject experience. From
a qualitative perspective it becomes natural to wonder why the benefit did not express
itself. Was there something about the nature of the PN interaction preventing the N of
the PN from doing better than the N of the NN?
The documented “expertise” of the P participants, other than just having taken a
high school physics course, is limited to their responses on conceptual and mathematical
clicker questions. The results of the MPEX survey, which measured a participant’s level
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of understanding of the process of learning physics and the structure of physics
knowledge, indicated no statistically significant difference between the four SEP. This
means students who had a full year of high school physics were not statistically different
on this measure than students who had no previous experience with the subject. While
beyond the scope of this study, it would be of interest to explore this result further as it
may be related to the teacher preparation of high school physics teachers who are
primarily, especially in rural states such as the one in this study, trained biology teachers
rather than teachers trained in the content discipline while in college.
The MPEX results may provide insight into the post-discussion clicker results.
Content “expertise” does not necessarily equate with process and structural physics
knowledge which may be characteristics necessary to serve in a mentoring-type role such
as that hypothesized of the P of the PN group. The qualitative study was used to explore
the peer discussion interactions in an attempt to reveal the nature of the communication
between members of each SEP which may support this conclusion.
Previous subject experience did not lead to an advantage on the unit exams as the
average scores for each of the two unit exams was not statistically significant among the
four SEP. This may imply exposure to the topics through lecture and lab experiences in
this class was enough to achieve similar success by the time of the exams. This result was
not explored any further in the qualitative aspect of the study.
The PIPS results were not statistically significant between the SEP with all groups
providing a PIPS score above average. The qualitative analysis allowed elaboration on
the peer discussion experience with some contradictory results.
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Using Qualitative Results to Explain Quantitative Results
While there were several quantitative research questions, not all of them required
a qualitative counterpart for further analysis. For example, the statistical result indicating
the P participants were statistically more likely to get the first clicker response correct
was used to establish an “expertise” level for these members and was not considered for
further qualitative analysis. This was the case with several other quantitative questions.
The purpose of the qualitative study was to draw out information to help explain
the unexpected or contrary quantitative results. These qualitative questions focused
primarily on the partner interaction. The relationship between the qualitative and
quantitative results are presented in Table 5.1 in a “follow-up results joint display”
(Creswell, 2015).
Table 5.1
Connection of Quantitative and Qualitative Data to Explain which SEP Factors Influence
Peer Instruction Results
Quantitative Results

The results of the
MPEX were not
statistically
significantly different
across the SEP

Qualitative Follow-Up Interview
Results Relating to Quantitative
Results
• P of the PP usually perceived
their partners as having equal
or greater content knowledge
• P of PN usually perceived
their partners as having equal
content knowledge
• N of PN usually perceived
their partners as having equal
or lesser content knowledge
• N of NN usually perceived
their partners as having equal
content knowledge

How Qualitative Findings
Helped to Explain the
Quantitative Results
Although P participants
expressed greater content
expertise (as measured on firstresponse clickers questions),
partners did not always perceive
this greater knowledge. This
may be related to the P
member’s ability and willingness
to communicate their knowledge,
their level of understanding of
the material presented in a given
unit, or the interpretation of the
explanations by other partner
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The PP group
achieved statistically
significantly higher
correct-response rates
on clicker questions
after peer discussion
than the NN group.
The PN group
correct-response rate
on clicker questions
after peer discussion
was not statistically
significantly different
than the PP or NN
group.
Participants rated
their peer discussion
partners similarly on
the PIPS Survey.

The NN group members
expressed a higher level of
frustration with the peer
discussion experience related to
the comfort in discussing
questions with a stranger and the
ability or willingness of the
partner to communicate
The P of the PN group reported a
more positive experience than
their N counterpart. While the P
was sometimes seen as having
greater or lesser knowledge than
the N partner, more often the N
reported the P as having equal
content knowledge.
The N of the NN and the N of the
PN had greater negative emotion
associated with their one-word
descriptors of their partner
experience than the PP or P of the
PN participants

The nature of the communication
and the level of comfort in
conversing with a stranger was
notably different between each
SEP. In some cases this negative
attitude or emotion nullified any
academic benefit of peer
discussion.
Communication between the P
and the N was more strained than
that reported in the PP group.
Often this was related to
perceived or real ability of one
partner to communicate with the
other.
Providing one overall PIPS score
masked an underlying notable
difference in experiences
between the SEP, especially the
P versus N group members

Although P participants were more likely to correctly answer clicker questions
when first asked, it is unclear if this higher level of initial content expertise was truly
relevant or advantageous for the N participant within the PN pair. The quantitative results
indicated no statistically significant difference of the PN group in getting the correct
answer on clicker questions after discussion as compared to the PP or NN groups whereas
the PP groups did achieve a higher correct rate after discussion than the NN group. The
qualitative data provides insight into why the PN pair may not have achieved the same
level of success as the PP. Within the PN pair, N participants typically perceived their
partners as having equal or lesser content knowledge. This perception is likely related to
the ability or willingness of the P partner to communicate, something that clearly did not
happen as well within PN pairs as PP pairs. Having the content knowledge and
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effectively expressing the content knowledge are not necessarily the same thing and the
response rates measured in the quantitative part of the study only measured content
knowledge.
The MPEX scores provided some insight into participants’ ability to understand
the underlying structure of physics knowledge. Perhaps these characteristics are
necessary to explain content to someone else. Since there was no statistically significant
difference in MPEX scores between the SEP, the ability to explain physics to another
person may not have been different between the PN partners, especially the subtleties
related to several of the clicker questions. The advantage of the content knowledge may
have been effectively negated by the inability or unwillingness to share it.
Within the qualitative study the nature of the interactions was more clearly
described between the PN members. While a few of the N partners described their P
counterpart has having greater content knowledge and providing instructive guidance on
clicker questions, it was more often the case the N partner described their partner as
having equal or lesser content knowledge and not being helpful during the peer
interaction either due to an unwillingness to discuss questions or a perceived inability to
be helpful.
The P of the PN participant was more likely to express a positive experience in
the interaction and so perhaps their opportunity to help made them feel better whether or
not it was effective. The N did not share this same feeling, however. The effort of the P
was usually perceived as either overt condescension or not helpful by their N counterpart,
with some exceptions. Perhaps the explanation provided by the P member was not
coherent from the perspective of the N participant, thereby leading them to conclude their
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partner was less knowledgeable even though the P partner was correctly communicating
content knowledge. Whatever the case, the communication level between the P and the N
pair was not as productive as that described by PP members. There was less complaint
about the forced seating and assigned partners from the N of the PN than the NN
indicating some positive interaction and experience associated with the N and P pairing.
For the majority of NN participants there was a strong resentment about the
forced seating arrangement and assigned partner for this study. Since this was expressed
more strongly in the NN pairing than from the N of the PN participants, there must have
been some perceived benefit for the N of the PN which did not express itself in the NN
grouping. There was no statistically significant difference in PIPS scores for the four
SEP but combining rankings on all six statements into one score was clearly masking
hidden problems which only revealed themselves during the qualitative part of the study.
NN members were much more likely to express a discomfort with having a peer
discussion partner they didn’t know. This discomfort appears to have led to an
unwillingness or an inability to effectively communicate with the partner during peer
discussion.
Implications
This study has provided insight into the nature of peer discussions between
students with varying levels of previous subject experience. The major contributions of
this study were to determine if the level of previous subject experience had short-term
(response-rates on clicker questions) and long-term (exam scores, MPEX scores) effects.
This study has reinforced some of the existing literature showing the value of the use of
peer instruction in answering clicker questions during class since the majority of students
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achieved the correct answer to these clicker questions after peer instruction. This study
adds to the current literature by expanding the knowledge about the interactions and
attitudes between students during peer instruction, especially as it relates to forced
partnerships and the influence of previous subject experience.
The results of this study are intended for teachers using peer instruction in the
physics classroom. While the value of clickers and peer instruction has been wellestablished in the literature in a general sense, there are subtleties in implementation that
need to be considered. About half of students entering a college-level, non-majors
physics will likely not have taken high school physics. These students are normally
apprehensive about the subject-matter and may try to increase their comfort level in the
course by taking it with friends. If they are then removed from their friends and forced to
sit with a stranger for the purposes of peer instruction, that comfort level has been
removed. This lack of comfort may dissipate as the semester progresses especially if peer
instruction partners are willing to openly communicate with each other, but for many the
lack of comfort remains. Any potential benefit of placing a student who had high school
physics with a student who did not appears to be negated by the social-emotional aspect
of comfort associated with having a friend as a partner. This is not as pronounced with
students who had previous subject experience perhaps because their comfort level in the
course starts on two levels – some comfort with the subject matter because they had the
course in high school and the added comfort of potentially sitting next to a friend in the
class. When these students (P members) are removed from their friends and assigned a
stranger as a partner, they still maintain at least a comfort level with the subject matter
and this appears to lessen the strain of the experience.
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Factors influencing the peer instruction experience were both internal and external
and it is the external factors which can be most directly influenced by the teacher.
Clicker questions with obvious answers, where both partners are likely to get the same
answer, generate little to no discussion between partners. Having deep, rich, complex
questions are of greatest value for peer discussion. Assigning partners, another external
factor, may negatively influence students to the extent of negating any other content
expertise benefit to the peer discussion.
Limitations
This study is limited by nature of the sampling. Participants in this study were
drawn from a sample of convenience, this researcher’s own Survey of Physics course.
While this allowed for control of methodology of clicker implementation and peer
instruction, it limited sample size and generalizability to a broader population.
Conducting this study across multiple institutions and multiple regions of the country
would increase the robustness of the study.
It was difficult to get students to participate in the focus groups. After initial
invitations were emailed to students, a fair number declined to participate either due to
scheduling conflicts or a lack of desire. As a result, for both the PP and members of the
PN groups, every member of the group was eventually sent an invitation just to ensure
enough would attend the focus group sessions. This was not true of the NN group where
enough students who were initially invited agreed to participate. As a result, the
qualitative sample was not truly purposefully sampled for the PP, P of PN, and N of PN
focus groups but rather ended up being a more self-selected group of individuals. These
individuals may not be truly representative of the group as a whole.
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Member-checking of the themes developed in the qualitative study did not occur
to the extent desired by this researcher. No members of the PP group responded to the
request to review a summary of the focus group session and survey results. Only two
members of the NN group responded and only one participant from each of the other two
groups provided feedback. All responses provide were quite short.
The MPEX survey was given at the beginning and end of the semester as dictated
by the department assessment plan, while this study occurred only during the last third of
the semester. While the influence of peer instruction was in proximity to the post-test, it
may be more valuable to have the pre-MPEX completed closer to the beginning of the
study thereby bracketing the peer discussion experience under study. This would imply
the study occur at the beginning of the semester rather than at the end since the preMPEX should measure initial perceptions before the class starts.
Recommendations for Future Research
1. This study occurred at the end of the semester covering a unit on light and sound
and another unit on electricity and magnetism. It is unclear if the classification of
students into P and N groups based solely on whether they had a high school
physics class is sufficient to define a level of “expertise”. Consideration needs
to be given to the fact that the topics of electricity and magnetism are often
short-changed or skipped in high school physics courses. Students could be
given a pre-test prior to the start of the study and the results of that pre-test used
to define the P and N groups.
2. Does the social-emotional aspect of “sitting with a friend” change the results of
this study? In other words, if students are allowed to sit with whomever they
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want there would still probably be a useable distribution of SEP pairs. This
would remove the “lack of comfort with a stranger” component for many
students. Does that change the results of the study?
3. What characteristics are required for successful peer discussion or peer tutoring?
Does the MPEX measure any of these characteristics as it relates to physics peer
tutoring which may be necessary for successful peer discussion? Should some
other measure be used for grouping – one that focuses on characteristics
necessary for peer tutoring?
4. How does the content expertise (training) of a high school physics teacher
influence MPEX scores? Do students of teachers who are trained in the
discipline score higher than students of teachers who were trained primarily as
biology teachers?
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Appendix B
Qualitative Interview Documents
Focus Group Script

WELCOME
Thank you for taking time to participate in this focus group. Your willingness to share your
opinions is appreciated.
PURPOSE OF THE FOCUS GROUP
The reason for this focus group is to hear your opinions about the use of clickers in Physics 101
and the experience of having a discussion partner to answer some of the questions. Please be
open and honest in your responses.
GROUND RULES
1. You do the talking.
a. It will be most valuable if everyone participates.
b. I may call on you if I haven’t heard from you for a while.
2. There is no right or wrong answer.
a. Everyone’s experience and opinions are important.
b. Speak up whether you agree or disagree.
c. A wide range of opinions is desired.
3. What is said in this room stays here.
a. It is important everyone feel comfortable sharing their opinions.
4. This focus group session will be recorded.
a. It is important to capture everything you say.
b. When the recording is transcribed, no one will be identified by name. You will
remain anonymous.
QUESTIONS
1. Prior to Physics 101, what experience have you had with clickers in a course? Please
identify the course, the way the clickers were used, and your sense of the value of their
use in the course.
2. Let’s initially separate the use of clickers from the discussion of questions with partners.
In other words, let’s just focus on the situation where a question was posed and you were
asked to respond individually, without talking with your partner. Describe what you did
when a clicker question was asked. Was your behavior different with different types of
questions?
3. Now let’s consider the times you were asked to discuss your answer with your partner.
Describe the nature of your interaction with your partner; the nature of the conversation.
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4. Some questions asked during the semester had you work with a partner right away while
others required you to answer on your own first and then discuss it with a partner. What
are your feelings about each of those two methods?
5. What changes would you suggest for the use of clickers in Physics 101 in the future?
6. Is there anything else you would like to add to our conversation today?

Focus Group Invitation (Email)
Dear _________,
You have been randomly selected to participate in a focus group to discuss the use of clickers in
Physics 101 and the experience of having a discussion partner to answer some of the questions.
The session is scheduled for ________________ and will last approximately one hour. Your
participation in this focus group is completely voluntary.
As part of this focus group, you will be with 8-12 other students from class. Although the session
will be recorded, your responses will be anonymous. Pizza and pop will be provided during the
session and a $10 Wal-Mart gift card will be given to you at the end of the session. If desired,
you can also enter your name into a drawing for an additional $50 gift card which will be given to
one participant.
Please accept or decline this invitation through email by 8 pm tonight. If you accept, I will send
you specifics about the meeting room and other additional information about the focus group.
Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Judy
Focus Group Confirmation Email (Email)
Dear _________,
Thank you for your willingness to participate in the clicker focus group. As described in the
original email, I would like to hear your opinions about the use of clickers in Physics 101 and the
experience of having a discussion partner to answer some of the questions. As part of this focus
group, you will be with 8-12 other students from class. Although the session will be recorded,
your responses will be anonymous. Pizza and pop will be provided during the session and a $10
Wal-Mart gift card will be given to you at the end of the session. If desired, you can also enter
your name into a drawing for an additional $50 gift card which will be given to one participant.
The date, time, and location for the focus group is listed below.
Date

Time
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Location
Daktronics Hall – Room 269

I have attached a consent form you will need to fill out in advance. Please print it off, sign it and
bring it with you to the session. If you happen to forget it, I will have extra copies available at the
focus group session.
If you have any questions regarding the focus group, please do not hesitate to email me or call,
688-5859. I look forward to seeing you at the focus group session.
Sincerely,
Judy

Consent to Participate (sent via Email or filled out before session begins)
Consent to Participate in Focus Group
You have been asked to participate in a focus group for Physics 101. The purpose of the focus
group is to elicit your opinions about the use of clickers in Physics 101 and the experience of
having a discussion partner to answer some of the questions. The information learned in the
focus group will be used to continue/modify the use of clickers in future classes and is being used
a part of a research study for publication on the topic.
You can choose whether or not to participate in the focus group and stop at any time. There is no
known risk to your participation. Although the focus group will be tape recorded, your responses
will remain anonymous and no names will be mentioned in the research paper.
Your choice to participate or not participate in this focus group will have no impact on your
course grade. What you say in the focus group will have no impact on your course grade.
There are no right or wrong answers to the focus group questions. The goal is to hear many
different viewpoints and to hear from everyone in the group. Please be honest in your responses
even when your responses may not be in agreement with the rest of the group. Please be
respectful of everyone in the group by allowing only one individual to speak at a time and by
agreeing to keep responses made by all participants confidential.
I understand this information and agree to participate fully under the conditions stated above:

Signed:____________________________________

Date: ______________
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Appendix C
Peer Instruction Partner Survey
Directions: Please rate each of the following statements based on your experience with
using clickers in lecture to answer questions and having an assigned partner to discuss the
clicker questions. While your name is entered on the survey for initial filing purposes,
your name will be removed when the survey is analyzed. Your responses to the survey
will remain confidential.
Name:
Statement
If found it helpful to work with my partner
on clicker questions in class.
I feel my partner communicated well with
me during discussions.
I felt more confident in answering clicker
questions when I could discuss it with my
partner.
My discussion partner positively
influenced my attitude about learning
physics.
Being able to discuss questions with my
partner helped me to do better on exams.
If I could, I would like to continue to work
with the same partner in the next unit.

Rating
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Appendix D
Word Clouds* for One-Word Descriptions of Partner Discussion Experience

P or PP Participants (n = 21)

NN Participants (n = 23)

*

Created at https://www.wordclouds.com

P of PN Participants (n = 26)

N or PN Participants (n = 25)
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Words used to describe the peer interaction experience and the emotions assigned:
PP

P of PN

teaching +
helpful +
helpful +
collaborative +
challenging helpful +
good +
good +
helpful +
minimal challenging helpful +
average n
good +
interesting +
OK n
pointless excellent +
useful +
productive +
beneficial +

professional +
awkward professiona+
forced beneficial +
inconsistent interesting +
relaxed +
unexpected +
good +
helpful +
beneficial +
educated +
interesting +
helpful +
dumb helpful +
gone awesome +
good +
valuable +

NN

N of PN
short relaxed +
distant educational +
relaxed +
informative +
short boring helpful +
careless average n
helpful +
nonexistent indifferent n
fine +
great +
helpful +
inadequate great +
snob OK n
helpful +
terrible -

helpful +
challenging forceful agreement n
reinforcement +
obligation ok good +
average n
average n
decent n
helpful +
positive +
noncommunicative helpful +
short eh okay n
horrible n
unnecessary n
beneficial +
beneficial +
useful +
helpful +
beneficial +

alright n
alright n
useless pointless informative +
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